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E D I T O R I A L

Chan Keng Luck
Editor, DSTA Horizons
Director (DSTA College)

With much excitement and anticipation last April, we launched
the inaugural issue of DSTA Horizons. I am pleased to report that
the journal was well-received, judging by the compliments and
encouraging feedback from authors and readers alike. Credit goes
to the authors and all who had contributed in one way or another
to the production of DSTA Horizons.
I am happy to share that the articles in this second issue of DSTA
Horizons are just as diverse as those in the first - a testimony to
the wide spectrum of capabilities within DSTA. Of these, two
articles feature innovations with applications beyond the military
sphere. The first article, Securing of Marine Platforms in Rough
Seas, introduces a novel design concept for rapidly connecting
large floating platforms in rough seas. The author Han Lei has
been granted a licence for the design patent and has since set up
a company to further exploit the commercial potential of
his innovations.
The second article, GeBIZ – From Vision to Reality, outlines the
journey of the Government Electronic Business (GeBIZ), from a
simple electronic catalogue purchasing system to a full-fledged
central procurement portal for the public sector. GeBIZ, jointly
developed by DSTA, the Ministry of Finance and the Infocomm
Development Authority of Singapore, has been cited as an excellent
example of e-Government. It has also helped the Singapore
Government clinch the Explorer Award at the E-Gov 2002 Show
for implementing the Public Service Infrastructure, a
government–wide platform for delivering government e-services
to citizens and businesses.
Seven other insightful articles make up this issue of DSTA Horizons.
In the article, Command Post Anywhere – Exploiting the Use of
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TeamSight for Ops Concepts, the authors discuss the concept of a
dispersed command post footprint, which also achieves pervasive
command presence. Another article, Systems Architecting for
3G SAF Transformation, presents a working definition of systems
architecture, as well as a seven-step methodology and the
framework currently adopted by DSTA’s Directorate of
Masterplanning and Systems Architecting to build an effective
system-of-systems necessary for the realisation of the Third
Generation Singapore Armed Forces (3G SAF).
Mother Nature takes centrestage in another article, Electronic
Combat in Nature. The article examines the electronic weapons
of bats and moths, in search of clues that may lead us to the next
generation of electronic warfare weapons and how such knowledge
can help to address some of the military problems in radar and
electronic warfare.
Focus turns back to the SAF in the article, Evolution of Modelling
and Simulation in the Singapore Armed Forces. It traces the evolution
and changing landscape of Modelling and Simulation (M&S),
concluding with a forecast of the nature of M&S systems in the
future. Also of particular relevance to the 3G SAF is the article,
Mobile Ad Hoc Networking, which gives an overview of Mobile
Ad Hoc Network technology, its key characteristics, and how it can
benefit the 3G SAF.
Recent incidents have highlighted the reality of asymmetric
maritime terrorism and the vulnerabilities of ports, waterways and
shipping routes. Given Singapore’s dependence on trade and our
status as one of the world’s busiest ports, securing our sea lines
of communications is especially critical. The article, Multi-Agent
System for Tracking the Intent of Surface Contacts in Ports and
Waterways, will therefore be particularly relevant.
The last article, Quantitative Risk-based System Safety Assessment
for Ammunition Process Facility, outlines the methodology
undertaken in conducting situational safety assessment based on
location, infrastructure and other factors. The findings from this
assessment are used to focus facility system safety efforts on
achieving a comprehensive risk assessment and evaluation.
As we distribute this issue of DSTA Horizons, we are already
preparing for the third. We welcome contributions from the defence
technology community and look forward to the realisation of a
vibrant culture of professional writing and sharing in the community.
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ABSTRACT
Marine platforms such as pontoons or barges often need to
be joined together to create a larger overall working surface
such as a bridge, a floating base or a floating causeway.
This paper introduces a novel design concept. The key technical
challenges for constructing such large floating platforms in
rough seas are discussed. The design concept amalgamates
multiple functional requirements, such as rapid self-alignment,
impact attenuation and rigid engagement, into an integrated
design. The engineering process from concept generation,
model testing, detailed design and evaluation, material
selection, prototyping and sea trials are presented. Potential
applications for offshore operation are illustrated.

Han Lei
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Marine Platforms
in Rough Seas
INTRODUCTION
Joined platforms at sea can be used as floating
bridges or causeways to create ship-to-ship,

This paper presents a securing system (granted
Patent No. 109504) – fender connector module.
It is able to provide an alignment function and
also absorb the severe impact loading between
two platforms.

ship-to-shore as well as shore-to-shore links.

CONCEPT DESIGN

However, one of the key technical challenges
in constructing such joined floating platforms
lies in the connector design which must address
the difficulties related to the relative motion

Fundamentally, an ideal securing system should
have the following functions:

between two floating platforms, particularly
during the connection process in rough seas.
The connector design must also be able to
sustain the dynamic forces as a result of the
wave motion both during the connecting
process as well as after the connection has
been established.
The relative vertical motion of two platforms in
choppy sea can be more than 0.5m (as has been
observed during sea trials). In such conditions, it

·
·
·
·

Self-alignment
Impact attenuation
Rigid engagement
Adequate strength

The system should facilitate the securing of
two floating platforms in rough water with
minimum effort in the shortest time. The
system, once interlocked, should provide a
stable working surface and survive in rough
seas without any structural damage.

is very difficult for an operator to judge exactly
when the two platforms are aligned in order to

Design Principles

secure the platforms together manually. It is also
very dangerous for the operators working at the
edges of the platforms as the platforms not only
move up and down but can also knock against
each other. Such violent motion can potentially
cause serious or fatal injuries to operators who
may lose their balance and fall into the gap

The dynamic motion of the floating platforms
is the primary concern. When a specific
operational sea state and the main parameters
of the platform have been defined, the dynamic
motion of the platform at sea can be predicted,
from which the operational tolerance of the
connecter modules can also be defined.

between the two platforms.
There are several patented designs which have

The following principles were used for guiding
the conceptual design development:

addressed the various problems with
connecting two platforms in rough seas. They
include the patent specifications of US 4290382,
US 3386117, US 4695184, JP 20203488 and US

1. To fulfill the self-alignment requirement,
the shapes of the connector should be of simple
male and female profiles.

5606929. These patented devices utilise guided
coupling pairs which allow for two platforms
to become increasingly aligned as they are
brought together. However, the coupling

2. To increase the operational speed and
enhance safety, damping material should be
used to attenuate the knocking impact during
the connecting process.

pairs are rigid by design and can cause
significant impact loading on each other,
particularly when the engagement process is
not completed.

Composite

3. To eliminate flexor-type weak points in the
system, the connection between modules
should be as rigid as possible once the platforms
have been joined.
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4. To survive in rough seas, the structural
members of the connector design should
minimise the effect of bending stress, as
bending can easily cause solid material to yield.
The design should thus be optimised for the
material performance by utilising its axial/shear
strength. Hence, the connectors would then
be less elastic and be stiffer due to the
reduction of bending.

Systematic Design Approach
Among the four principal design requirements,
2 and 3 are contradictory because characteristics
of elasticity and rigidity are in opposition in a
single material. While we can go for a "smart"
composite material which could adjust its
hardness on demand, its cost-effectiveness
would however be questionable. This was the
key challenge that the design had to resolve.
An integrated and optimal design is derived
by achieving the four required functions
without compromising individual performance.
Staging the functional requirements and
separating the features into different
components were the main ideas leading to
the design development.

Conceptual Design
The conceptual design was generated based
on the principles discussed and is illustrated
in Figure 1.
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The connector comprises a D fender and a V
recess fixed to one side of the marine platform,
and two Rigid Stoppers and two Side Recesses
fixed next to the D fender and the V recess
respectively on the same side of the marine
platform. As illustrated in Figure 2, the D
and V coupling members on two different
platforms have a complementary relationship
and can be moved from an unengaged position
to a fully engaged position by the movement
of the two platforms towards each other at
the water level plane. The freedom of
movement between the two coupling members
decreases as they become engaged. The Rigid
Stoppers and Side Recesses will create a rigid
coupling to prevent relative vertical and
longitudinal movement, as the freedom of
movement between the D and V coupling
members nears complete engagement. The
D member is made of a resilient yet flexible
material (for example, rubber) and can
withstand impact loading between the two
platforms. Securing means - Locking Bars - are
included to secure the floating marine
platforms together in the transverse direction.

Functional Description
Following Principle 1, the D fender and V
recess are of complementary male and female
profiles, providing self-alignment means for
platform securing in the initial stage
of operation.

7

Figure 1. Fender connection module
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Figure 2. Fender connectors engagement in progress
In accordance with Principle 2, the ‘D’ fender

and higher stability in rough seas. They are

is made of high-density rubber, which is able

also capable of withstanding high deck loading

to absorb the kinetic energy of the moving

such as the loading of heavy vehicles or acting

platforms and effectively dampen and gently

as a ship’s ramp. As the locking bars are located

decelerate the motion. It can hence facilitate

above the fender connector (at deck level),

a rapid and safe securing of floating platforms.

when the two platforms are in the downward
motion at the connection side, the bottom

To apply Principle 3 in the design, steel was
chosen for the stoppers. After the two
opposing modules become aligned, the
stoppers and holders provide constraints in

portions of the two platforms have the
potential to open up and move in opposite
direction. However, due to the weight of other
adjacent platforms joined to the two platforms
in question, such a potential is minimised.

both horizontal and vertical directions so as
to reduce the motions between the modules.

The stoppers were designed to be so small that

Consequently, the operators can carry out final

they will not be in contact with the opposing

securing promptly and safely. As such, the

module when ‘D’ fenders are compressed or

stoppers work as rigid connectors for the two

distorted during the initial alignment stage in

modules.

the specified sea state. Once the ‘D’ fender
and the ‘V’ recess have been fully engaged,

After the modules have been secured, the
stoppers sustain only the shear loadings in the
vertical and longitudinal directions and leave
the transverse constraint to the locking bars.
Instead of bending stress which is absorbed by

Composite

the stoppers replace the ‘D’ fender in securing
the modules. The design arrangement and
size difference of the ‘D’ fender and the
stoppers decompose Principles 2 and 3 into
two sequential stages - alignment (by the
fender) and securing (by the stoppers). In this

the stoppers, only transverse tension is

way, conventional material – steel (for the

experienced by the locking bars. Hence, the

stoppers) and rubber (for the fender) can

modules provide highly rigid and strong links

be used separately to fulfill the two

between adjacent pontoons for greater safety

contradicting requirements.
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Model Testing
Two 1:40-scale working models – α version were built to examine the design concept. The
configuration of the models is presented in
Figure 3.

Figure 4.

model rigging layout

Figure 5.

model being secured

Figure 3. α model testing
One of the models is equipped with a
miniaturised remote-controlled winch to bring
the two models together. This simulates the
movement of platforms at sea.
During the test, the shaping of the fender,
recess, stopper and holder were experimented
with and refined for smoother and faster
engagement. Numerous arrangements of rope
pulling were also examined and improved.
The horizontal securing means were tried out
and optimised.
The model test achieved a 100% success rate
in 20 repeated trials, in which the initial
positions of the models and wave heights
were varied specifically. Most of the trials were
successfully completed at the first attempt
without trial-and-error adjustments.

Design Consideration for
Prototypes
After the concept design was confirmed, the
detailed design of full-scale prototypes was
carried out. During the design phase, various
load cases were considered, including out-off-

Taking into consideration the practical
constraints and production feasibility, a refined
configuration was designed. Accordingly, two
1:30-scale prototype models - β version - were
built to verify and improve the detailed design
(see Figures 4 and 5). The testing of the
β models proved that the refined design
concept was reliable.

Composite

phase roll, pitch and heave of two connecting
platforms in the specific sea state. The
maximum compression and shear forces borne
by the ‘D’ fender, and the maximum shear
forces to be withstood by the stopper during
and after the securing were determined. The
minimum number of in-contact fenders during
the operation was examined.

9
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The required breaking strength of the pulling
ropes was computed for the maximum tension
with an adequate safety margin. The capacity
of pulling-winch (optional) was estimated.
Furthermore, the brake holding strength of the
winch was designed to cater for sudden surge.
In order to ensure the proper functioning
of the ‘D’ fender and the stoppers, a Finite
Element model was built and analysed to
predict the deformation of the ‘D’ fender under
the maximum design loading (see Figure 6).
The dimensions of the ‘D’ fender and the
stoppers were defined thereafter to avoid the
mutual interference of their functions

Figure 6. Finite Element Analysis of fender

during operations.

Material Selection and
Prototyping
A prototype platform of 40m x 7m x 3.5m
(L x B x D) was designed. Mild steel was chosen
for the platforms and the modules. An offthe-shelf marine type fender of ‘D’ shape was
selected for the experiment. In addition to
the Finite Element Analysis (FEA), the sizing of
the fenders was examined by a full-scale load
test. During the test, the elastic deformation
of the fender under progressive loading from
vertical and/or horizontal directions was

Figure 7. Full-scale load test of fender

measured and photographed (see Figure 7).
The results were compared with that of the
FEA to confirm the suitability of the fender
and to refine the design of the modules.
Two full-scale prototype platforms were built
and each has three connector modules fitted
on the longer edge. The sea trials were
conducted in Sea State 2-3 where the vertical
motion of platforms was about 0.5m (see
Figure 8). At the beginning of the operation,
instead of pulling the winch, manual rigging
was applied to bring the platform together.
Prior to the connection, the rigging ropes were
replaced by steel wires with tension crank to
provide sufficient forces for securing the

Composite

Figure 8. Full-scale prototypes in sea trial
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Figure 9. Negligible movement of two platforms observed
platforms. It was observed that the platforms

25 minutes to five minutes for the prototype

approached and self-aligned rapidly. The

platforms using the fender connectors in

deceleration when the platforms were

choppy waters.

knocking each other was effectively dampened.
Vibration of the platform structure due to

Safe operation and easy handling -

impact was reduced. Once the engagement

The relative movement of the opposing

had been completed even before securing, the

platforms was reduced from 500mm to less

relative movement of the two platforms was

than 10mm in the alignment stage, and

negligible (see Figure 9). As a result, the

further reduced from 150mm to less than

operators can easily and safely engage the

5mm when the locking bars are engaged.

securing bars.

This minimises the risk of injury to the
operators during the connection.

BENEFITS/ADVANTAGES

High survivability in rough sea - The securing
strength is improved due to the elimination

The benefits and advantages of using the

of bending stress. The secured prototype

securing system for the construction of large-

platforms in sea trials experienced

scale marine platforms have been proven by

Sea State 3-4 and there was no sign of

repeated sea trials of the prototype platforms

structural failure.

and are summarised as follows:
Low life cycle cost - The saving on

Composite

Rapid engagement in high sea state - The

manufacturing cost for the platforms is

operating time has been reduced from about

estimated to be significant compared to
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known design proposals. As the connector
design does not have flimsy components or
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too many moving parts, it is robust and
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Regular maintenance is also

minimised.
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POTENTIAL APPLICATIONS
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the essential part of extendable marine
platform designs.
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This paper was first presented at the Naval

CONCLUSION

Platform Technology Seminar in 2003
in Singapore and has been adapted for

This fender connector design is innovative,
efficient and cost-effective. It provides an
alternative solution to facilitate the
construction of large-scale marine platforms
in rough seas. The design concept is applicable
for all offshore operations.
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ABSTRACT
The Government Electronic Business (GeBIZ) of Singapore is a
public sector-wide e-procurement portal developed by DSTA
in collaboration with the Ministry of Finance and the
Infocomm Development Authority of Singapore. GeBIZ has
been cited in many dissertations as an excellent example of
e-Government and has contributed to the then Systems and
Computer Organisation s win in the inaugural Singapore
e-Award in 2000. It has also helped the Singapore Government
to clinch the Explorer Award at the E-Gov 2002 show in
Washington, DC.

This article outlines the vision for GeBIZ and its journey from
a simple electronic-catalogue purchasing system to a fullfledged central procurement portal for the public sector. It
also states the challenges and lessons learnt by the project
team in the journey.

Carol Lo
Chia Puay Long
Tey Soon Heng
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From Vision
to Reality
REALISING THE GeBIZ
VISION

THE GeBIZ VISION
The concept of Government Electronic Business
(GeBIZ) took root in mid-1998. The Ministry of

Various alternatives were evaluated in 1999

Finance (MOF) decided to bring together

to determine the most cost-effective and viable

different pockets of activities or systems in

way to realise the GeBIZ vision. These included

the Singapore public sector related to

a market survey of commercial off-the-shelf

procurement to create a single integrated

(COTS) procurement solutions available. There

system that could support the entire

was no COTS solution that was able to meet

procurement life cycle between public sector

GeBIZ requirements without extensive

agencies and suppliers electronically.

customisation. As part of the market survey,
a study of the Ministry of Defence s (MINDEF)

To realise this intent, the GeBIZ system was

existing procurement systems was conducted.

envisaged to be an integrated, one-stop, nonstop government business centre, which would

The study concluded that the best option was

enable public sector officers to engage in e-

to develop GeBIZ based on existing

commerce effectively according to the

procurement-related applications such as the

Singapore Government s Instruction Manual

Government Internet Tendering Information

and provide an open and convenient channel

System, MINDEF Internet Procurement Systems

for suppliers to source for business

and the Procurement Information

opportunities and conduct business with the
public sector electronically round-the-clock.
GeBIZ would go on to become one of the
largest government electronic commerce
initiatives, fostering a more transparent and
fair trading environment that would result in

Management System II. This approach enabled
business knowledge and past experiences
captured in these systems to be retained. It
shortened the development cycle and achieved
maximum cost-effectiveness.

better value for money for the public service.

Component
GeBIZ
Enterprise

GeBIZ Partner

Roles

Functions

Easy-to-use Intranet application that caters

Catalogue Buy; Invitation

mainly to the needs of public sector buyers to
allow purchase of items through bulk tender or
through Invitation to Quote (ITQ). It will also
facilitate buyers in raising Purchase Requests
for central purchasing and acceptance of items
delivered.

To Tender (ITT); ITQ;
Framework Purchase
Direct Purchase,
Catalogue Management
Revenue Tender; Financial
Interface, Goods Receipt.
Invoice Verification,
Reports

The Internet-based GeBIZ shopfront for
suppliers. All government business
opportunities and revenue tenders, results
of quotations and tender bids, and function
to facilitate trading with the Singapore
Government are available in this application.

Supplier Registration;
e-Payment; Access to
Business Opportunities,
Response to Tenders and
Quotations; Invoice
Submission; Check Payment
Status; Updating of Supplier
Catalogues/Profile
Management; Revenue
Tender Activities

Figure 1. The GeBIZ System
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Figure 2. GeBIZ - Procurement to Payment

PROJECT OVERVIEW

system features such as the following modules
were introduced progressively over a
two-year period from 2001 to 2003:

The GeBIZ project was initiated in mid-1999.
MOF funded the initial development and
infrastructure cost of GeBIZ, and the system’s

· Online supplier registration

operational cost for the first two years. DSTA

· Online invitation and responses to
quotations and tenders

was engaged as the application developer and

· Purchase from framework agreements

system integrator while the Infocomm

· Small-value purchases

Development Authority of Singapore (IDA)

· Interfaces to various financial systems

managed the overall project and infrastructure.
By the end of 2003, GeBIZ evolved from a

THE GeBIZ SYSTEM

simple e-catalogue purchasing-and-tender
publication system to a sophisticated central

The GeBIZ application comprises two major

procurement portal, which effectively supports

sub-systems, namely GeBIZ Enterprise, and

all business transactions between public sector

GeBIZ Partner, as described in Figure 1.

agencies and suppliers. Figure 2 depicts the
end-to-end procurement-to-payment process

PROJECT IMPLEMENTATION

Composite

in GeBIZ.

The DSTA project team developed the GeBIZ

As of December 2005, there were more than

application in phases. GeBIZ Phase I, deployed

9,000 users in the public sector from 120

in June 2000, supported the Catalogue Buy

government agencies using GeBIZ for their

(including the management of the

procurement and other e-commerce activities.

electronic catalogue) and the online

In the Financial Year (FY) 2004 (April 2003-

publication of Tender Notices in GeBIZ. More

March 2004), there were more than 45,000

17
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business opportunities worth a total of $10
billion published in GeBIZ. With an average
of more than half a million hits on the GeBIZ
website daily, it has become the single most
important means for the business community
to seek business opportunities with the
Singapore Government.

CHALLENGES IN THE
GeBIZ PROJECT
In the development and implementation of
the GeBIZ system, the DSTA project team had
to overcome a number of challenges.

Technical Challenges
In the initial stage of the GeBIZ development,
the challenges were mainly technical ones.
These included the selection of the application
development platform, the design of the GeBIZ
base engine, the backend database
configuration, security and audit logs. These
were needed to support the stringent demand
of a robust Internet-facing system, capable of
handling high volume and complex transactions
across multiple networks without
compromising the confidentiality of bids.
In designing the GeBIZ system, one key
challenge was the ‘structural migration’ of the
existing paper-based procurement process to
an electronic framework which links users,
approving officers and suppliers. A ‘workflow
engine’ to route the flow of procurementbased documents in an efficient manner within
GeBIZ was necessary. Though several
commercial workflow engines were evaluated,
the more cost-effective option of developing
the workflow engine in-house was adopted.
In addition, the project team also introduced
a web-based approval system so as to be less
dependent on specific email platforms.
Development of the workflow engine
commenced in November 1999 and was
implemented in April 2000. This was done at
a fraction of the cost of adopting the
commercial workflow engine.

Composite

Another challenge was preventing
unauthorised access to the GeBIZ Enterprise
database by GeBIZ Partner users (the suppliers)
located in different networks, while allowing
secured transfer of data between the databases
of GeBIZ Partner and GeBIZ Enterprise. After
careful consideration, the project team decided
to adopt the Oracle replication technology in
order to ensure physical data separation. The
technology was implemented within a week
with the help of Oracle consultants.
Following the successful implementation of
the workflow engine and the Oracle replication
technology within GeBIZ, GeBIZ Phase I was
launched on 26 June 2000.

Organisational Barriers
Overcoming technical challenges was only part
of the ‘equation’. Greater challenges were
encountered in trying to coax people to change
their existing work processes and procedures.
First, there were differences in procurement
practices across the ministries and other
government agencies. The team had to expend
much effort to streamline the procurement
processes and to implement a ‘standard’
workflow that would best fit the
existing practices.
The initial resistance from public sector buyers
in switching from the manual to the electronic
procurement workflow process was another
uphill task. The team had to persuade buyers
to look at procurement differently. This
included having to knock on the doors of the
buyer agencies to promote GeBIZ. To give
them time to adjust to this change, the
implementation of GeBIZ had to be done in
phases. Hence the various features and
enhancements to GeBIZ were progressively
implemented based on the users’ feedback.

Support Structure for End Users
A major challenge in the GeBIZ project was to
put in place an end-user support centre
structure that could be scaled to handle a large
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supplier and buyer community. To this end,
the GeBIZ Service Centre was set up in 2000 as
a one-stop centre to perform three key
functions, namely call centre support,
infrastructure support, and application
maintenance and enhancements. The GeBIZ
Service Centre also allowed the project team
to systematically collate user feedback and
improve the functionalities of the GeBIZ system.

end procurement for all government agencies.

In terms of processes, the call centre provided
users (mainly buyers) a channel to highlight
technical problems such as connectivity issues.
They could also submit reports of problems
encountered and make changes to requests
based on their experience in using the
GeBIZ system.

Another important aspect that the team

Beyond the call centre, the infrastructure
support team tackled technical problems
related to the server’s hardware component
while the application maintenance and
enhancement team would debug the software
to make the GeBIZ system more robust. To
date, the 16 helpdesk staff members at the
GeBIZ Service Centre provide call centre and
email support to a user base of more than
26,000 from both the public sector agencies
and supplier community.

To date, a total of 88 public sector agencies
have their financial systems linked directly to
GeBIZ. This means that GeBIZ is able to support
the entire procurement-to-payment process
from end-to-end.

Build-up of User Base

addressed was the building of the buyer and
supplier base to a critical mass. As with all ecommerce portals, there was the ‘chicken-andegg’ issue of getting buyers and suppliers to
support GeBIZ. A multi-pronged approach was
taken. On one front, the project team worked
with IDA to bring suppliers of government IT
bulk tenders and period contracts to publish
their items as electronic catalogues on GeBIZ.
The upshot of this was the enrichment of
content in GeBIZ. Road shows and briefings
were also held to reach out to the suppliers.
As for the buyers, a partnership approach was
taken. Apart from the team’s concerted efforts
to encourage the larger ministries and
government agencies to use GeBIZ more
actively, these agencies were also asked to ‘sell’

Integration with Financial
Systems

GeBIZ to the suppliers whom they frequented.
The GeBIZ team supported the efforts by giving
briefings and demonstrations at various

The other challenge was the interfacing of the
GeBIZ system to the different back-end financial
systems used by the various government
agencies. Such interfaces were important for
GeBIZ to support the entire procurement
process end-to-end without the need for users
to submit entries twice. Hence, resources were
allocated to develop the various financial
interfaces. By November 2001, the first two
generic financial interfaces for the Oracle and
SAP financial systems were made available.
This was followed by the interface for the
PeopleSoft financial system.

locations to this group of suppliers. This joint
effort saw the user base of GeBIZ expand from
4,291 users and 4,393 supplier accounts in
FY2001 to 8,919 and 12,465 respectively in
FY2002. This was a 52% jump in the user base
and a 65% rise in supplier accounts within
one year.

TRANSITION FROM A FULLYFUNDED PROJECT INTO A
SELF-FUNDED PORTAL
In line with the policy on efficient use of

A major milestone was achieved when the
GeBIZ-New Financial System interface was
deployed in April 2004. This allowed end-to-

Composite

resources, a decision was taken by MOF for
DSTA to manage and operate GeBIZ as a central
procurement portal for the public sector on a

19
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self-funding model from 1 April 2004. Instead

from its users through the fees collected.

making payment. This period was extremely
taxing on the staff but the team became adept
at dealing with the public through
this experience.

For the DSTA project team, it was a journey

The GeBIZ charging model underwent a

into uncharted waters. Several key tasks were

significant review in February 2005. A high

identified. The first was to work out a ‘fair’

level policy decision was made to grant each

charging model together with MOF. This was

supplier one free user account with effect from

a huge challenge as the team had to estimate

1 April 2005. It was also decided that suppliers

future transaction volumes and steady state

be refunded pre-paid user account fees, on a

user figures with limited historical data. Plus,

pro-rated basis. This complex exercise again

they were uncertain of how the usage patterns

required tremendous coordination effort and

would evolve. Several business modelling and

was completed successfully.

of getting funds from MOF directly, DSTA was
to recover the operational cost of GeBIZ directly

forecasting techniques were tried out to get
a better understanding of sensitivity in demand

Set Up of Billing Operation

forecast and the business risks. The principal
consideration was to come up with a charging

Even though the team had put in place an

model that would be easy to administer and

online billing system for both the suppliers

equitable to both buyers and sellers without

and the government buyers, it turned out that

discouraging the use of the system or creating

the operation involved in billing and revenue

a ‘buffet syndrome’ among its users. The

collection was much more complicated than

charging model based on the principle of cost

what the team had envisaged. There was a

recovery was finally agreed on after many

full set of policies, processes and procedures

rounds of discussion with MOF and IDA.

concerning bill generation and verification,
financial accounting, payment tracking and

GeBIZ AS A SELF-FUNDED
CENTRAL PROCUREMENT
PORTAL

discrepancy handling that had to be
established. A clear set of principles and
guidelines in handling user appeals and
disputes was given to the team to ensure

Overcoming the Initial
Operational Challenges

consistency in practice.

Sharpening the Customer Focus

The project team had its first taste of the
challenges of operating a self-funded portal

Since the start of the GeBIZ project in 1999,

in the months of March and April 2004.

the team had placed much focus on translating
buyer requirements into the system design.

On 1 March 2004, emails were sent to all 10,000

The buyers and the policy-makers were the

registered suppliers to remind them of the

key customers. With the self-funding model

implementation of GeBIZ subscription charges,

in place, the customer focus was slightly

which was to take effect from 1 April 2004.

different. The new customers were the

The message also reminded them of the

suppliers and previous experience taught the

termination of the supplier account for non-

team the importance of handling suppliers’

paying accounts. In the weeks that followed,

expectations of the portal.

the number of calls to GeBIZ Service Centre

Composite

increased seven-fold. These calls were from

With this new business focus, the team

suppliers who wanted to know more about

embarked on a revamp of the GeBIZ Partner

the rationale for charging as well as details on

user interface in November 2004. The objective
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was to enhance the user experience for the
suppliers using the GeBIZ portal. This turned

BENEFITS OF GeBIZ

out to be a major development effort as
the entire GeBIZ Partner component had to
be re-coded.

The successful implementation of GeBIZ has
brought about many benefits to policy-makers,
government agencies and suppliers.

After nearly a year of development, the new
user interface was successfully launched in
October 2005. Despite the scope of the change,

Many of these benefits are beyond what was
envisaged in the original GeBIZ vision.

it was a relatively smooth transition. The
previous lessons learnt in handling change

Policy-makers

management and communication served the
team well.

Coping with Rapid Growth
Despite the fact that GeBIZ started charging
users in FY2004, the number of government
users and the supplier companies actually
increased. The FY2004 business volume in GeBIZ
almost tripled that of FY2003. In FY2004, more
than $1.1 billion of purchase orders were issued
in GeBIZ and the total value of tenders awarded
in GeBIZ was $8.8 billion. These figures attest
to the DSTA team s success in overcoming the
challenges and developing GeBIZ into a onestop centre for suppliers to conduct business
electronically with the Singapore Government,
as set out in the original vision.
By the end of 2004, the rapid growth of
business activities in the GeBIZ portal generated
pressure for the upgrading of the technical
infrastructure at the GeBIZ Data Centre. The
project team undertook this task and
completed a major infrastructure upgrade for
the entire GeBIZ system within three months.
To accelerate the training for suppliers, DSTA

As a custom-built system, GeBIZ is designed to
adhere strictly to public sector procurement
policies and its principles of transparency, fair
and open competition, and value-for-money.
By implementing a centralised procurement
system, policy-makers in MOF were able to
standardise practices and processes while
supporting a decentralised model of
procurement amongst the government
agencies. GeBIZ has also facilitated the
implementation of the various commitments
on Government Procurement spelt out in
international agreements such as the 1994
Agreement on Government Procurement under
the World Trade Organisation.
Another key area that GeBIZ was able to bring
value to policy-makers was in allowing
procurement information across the entire
public sector to be readily available. This
information was previously not available due
to the decentralised nature of public sector
procurement. The analysis of the transactional
data on GeBIZ has enabled the MOF to review
and revise procurement policies in areas
such as the Expenditure Procurement Policy
Unit s (EPPU) supplier registration criteria and
financial grading.

collaborated with NUS Extension in November
2004 and the Institute of Public Administration
and Management in October 2005 to provide
hands-on training to existing and potential
suppliers, and to equip them with the
background knowledge to handle transactions
with public procurement agencies
through GeBIZ.

Composite

The analysis of GeBIZ data has also helped the
MOF identify potential areas for public-sector
wide demand aggregation. The GeBIZ platform
has enabled lead agencies such as IDA and
DSTA to put in place cross-ministry period
contracts which other government agencies
can make use of to enjoy bulk discounts from

21
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the economies of scale. For example, in FY2004,
DSTA undertook demand aggregation exercises

THE NEXT STEP

for 18 procurement categories and brought
about a total potential annual savings of $15

Value-Added Services

million for the public sector.
In the initial months after the transition to the

Government Agencies

new business model, the team’s focus was to
ensure the system and operational stability of

For the government agencies, not only has

the portal. By early 2005, the team decided

GeBIZ helped to increase transparency and fair

that it was timely to enhance the value-add

competition in procurement, it has also

of the GeBIZ portal for both the buyer and the

i m p r o v e d w o r k e ff i c i e n c y, r e d u c e d

supplier community.

procurement lead-time, and enabled a global
reach to suppliers. The use of GeBIZ helped

One key initiative was to develop GeBIZ Mall,

ensure that the purchases are value-for-money.

an online mall to give GeBIZ suppliers the

It is estimated that the cost savings from better

opportunity to offer government agencies

procurement visibility and control, increased

goods and services at promotional prices

access to more suppliers and use of cross-

through electronic catalogues. The online mall

ministry period contracts could result in a

would offer convenience to government

typical saving of 3% - 20% of procurement

agencies as their buyers could ride on the

value, depending on the procurement category.

existing GeBIZ approval and procurement
processes to purchase the goods and services

As a platform that reaches out to a wide

directly off the electronic catalogues. The

supplier community, GeBIZ has been a useful

initiative will complement the existing

channel for government agencies to

procurement processes within GeBIZ, and cater

communicate key policy changes and initiatives.

to the full spectrum of procurement demands

For example, DSTA had worked with MOF and

of government agencies. GeBIZ Mall

the Standards, Productivity and Innovation

was rolled out as a pro-business initiative in

Board to disseminate through GeBIZ a number

March 2006.

of pro-business activities such as the publication
of pre-procurement plans from the various

Another initiative in the pipeline is the

government agencies, the simplification of the

development of a Business Intelligence module

EPPU registration and the publicity for the

for GeBIZ Enterprise. This will allow buyers to

launch of the Government Procurement Guide

identify similar tenders and quotations for the

for Small and Medium Enterprises.

purpose of price research and comparison.
The implementation of this module will provide

Suppliers

an additional channel for buyers to evaluate
tender and quotation responses based on the

For the suppliers, GeBIZ has provided reliable

historical purchase data captured in GeBIZ.

government procurement information and

With this intelligent search algorithm, buyers

accessibility to business opportunities with the

can also identify and invite previous suppliers

government agencies. Being able to conduct

who responded to similar tenders and

one-stop trading with the entire government

quotations with good offers.

sector electronically has also brought about

implemented on a wide scale, the Business

convenience, increased confidentiality, and

Intelligence module will become a useful tool

above all, reduction in business costs.

for buyer agencies to achieve better value-formoney for their purchases.

Composite
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Commercialisation of GeBIZ
Intellectual Property
The successful implementation of GeBIZ as a
Singapore Government e-procurement system
has brought about pleasant surprises for its
stakeholders, MOF and DSTA.
From early to mid-2005, several vendors have
approached the GeBIZ project team to explore
the possibility of licensing the GeBIZ system
for implementation overseas. To the
stakeholders, the interest in GeBIZ Intellectual
Property (IP) represented a window of
opportunity to explore its commercial viability
and value. Both MOF and DSTA have agreed
to explore the licensing of the GeBIZ IP to a
commercial vendor as background IP for use
to market a GeBIZ-like e-procurement solution
to the governments of other countries.

The idea is to outsource the application
maintenance of GeBIZ and grant the awarded
vendor the licence to customise and sell GeBIZ
overseas with the aim of lowering the cost of
maintenance.

CONCLUSION
Within a short span of five years, GeBIZ has
evolved from an electronic-catalogue module
to a full-fledged central procurement portal
for the entire public sector and extended its
use beyond what was envisaged in the original
vision. The development of GeBIZ and its
transition to the self-funding portal model has
been transformational and it has provided the
project team many learning opportunities. The
business model of the GeBIZ portal is still
evolving. There is still much to be done and
much to be learnt as the journey continues.
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ABSTRACT
The concept of Command Post Anywhere (CPA) revolves around
the ability to disperse the Command Post (CP) footprint among
one’s forces in order to achieve pervasive command presence,
such that the CP no longer presents a significant target for the
enemy to detect and destroy. With CPA, every functional cell
of the Brigade CP operates physically apart from one another
over wide distances in an area of operation, but is still connected
wirelessly with one another via TeamSight – a collaborative
environment consisting of a team operating picture and a suite
of communication tools. This concept was field-tested in an
experiment in conjunction with an Armoured Brigade CP
exercise conducted at Shoalwater Bay Training Area
(Queensland, Australia) from 21 to 23 October 2004.

In evaluating the feasibility of CPA, several aspects were
considered: sensemaking ability, situation awareness,
operational tempo and survivability. The findings from this
experiment, as determined by three measures (communication
activity, situation awareness assessments and contextual
inquiry) successfully demonstrated that CPA, supported by
TeamSight, is indeed a viable concept.
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Exploiting the Use of
TeamSight for Ops Concepts
INTRODUCTION
A Command Post (CP) is an organisation of
people and systems by which a commander
exercises his command and control (C2) of
forces. We often associate it with fixed physical
structures but this mental construct is based
on yesterday’s technology and equipment
that require fixed structures to contain and
operate. In the age of network-enabled
warfare, a CP is more appropriately seen as
an information structure supporting rich
communication and collaboration between a
commander and his staff, regardless of

Command Brief
In a similar vein, the practice of conducting
a command brief at periodic intervals –
gathering of the principal staff to update one
another and the commander on recent
developments-exists in today’s CP. However,
this may not be necessary if the team members
were constantly communicating with one
another via communication and collaboration
tools. Collation and analysis of information
can be performed and disseminated in real
time among the command staff, instead of
waiting for the scheduled briefings, which is
the current practice.

physical separation. Modern technology
affords the ability to reconstitute existing

Hierarchical Command Structure

structures to overcome physical constraints
and to improve the information flow between
key personnel in a CP.

BACKGROUND
The concept of Command Post Anywhere
(CPA) is an effort to move away from
traditional tenets of what constitutes a CP,
of which the major ones are described below.

Physical Co-location
It has long been accepted that a CP serves the
function of a physical meeting place for the
commander to confer with his staff. Each
Principal Staff Officer (PSO) has dedicated
sources of information and areas of expertise
to assist the commander in decision making.

A conventional CP is organised hierarchically
in order to handle the high complexity of war
fighting by delegation of authority to subcommands – the principle of divide and
conquer. This need for centralised command
is a function of the complexity of the problem
space. It is manifested in the way PSOs
currently update and receive guidance from
the commander primarily at the scheduled
command briefs, instead of being able to
exchange information continually between
cells (including the commander’s cell). With
the availability of an information structure
that facilitates the lateral exchange of
information, adaptive teams predicated on
self-synchronisation could be constituted to
better manage the complexities of
warfighting.

Sequential Planning

Hence, there is a need for the command team
to meet for the purpose of knowledge sharing.
Currently, the primary means to support the
complex and interactive nature of discussions
is face-to-face communication among a
physically co-located team. However, with
modern technology offering greater
bandwidths for communication and data
throughput, it is possible for individuals who
are physically separated to communicate and
collaborate via these tools as if they were
physically co-located.

Composite

In addition, it is assumed that hierarchical CPs
have to work in sequence, i.e. higher
commands cascade plans downwards to
ensure higher-HQ intent is fulfilled by ground
units. A process strings together the decision
products of these hierarchical CPs. Hence, the
Operations Order developed by a Brigade is
handed to the Battalion HQ, which in turn
will develop their sub-level intent and plans
and so on. While some parallel planning is
attempted today, the process is by and large
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sequential to ensure that coordination points

wirelessly with one another (a typical

are properly dealt with. This could be a result

Armoured Brigade HQ is composed of the S2,

of current technology not being able to

Operations (S3), Combat Support Services and

support the high degree of coordination

Fire Support cells located at each corner of

required between horizontal domains and

the Brigade Tactical Ops Centre (BTOC), with

vertical command structures for parallel

a Command and Control Centre in the middle).
This connection enables the sharing of a
common operating picture and allows
personnel in each cell to conduct meaningful
collaboration whenever necessary. The
technological environment that supports this
capability is described later under ‘TeamSight’.
In essence, CPA presents a fundamental
contrast with the conventional concept of the
centralised CP, where the cells are physically
co-located with the commander and not
usually mobile. It is founded on previous
attempts at experimenting with a
similar concept (Gorman, 1980), with
the added benefit of technological
advancements today.

planning to take place.

Brigade Main and Tactical CP
Lastly, and perhaps most importantly, an
organisation like the Brigade commands and
controls forces spanning 15km - 30km in depth
and 10km - 20km in width. With such a wide
area of operation, a Brigade CP is often
separated into the Main and Tactical CPs. The
Brigade Commander is usually positioned right
up at the front with his manoeuvre units to
enable him to directly experience the battle,
provide a command presence, and to make
critical decisions regarding the activation of
reserves or request for reinforcements. It
would however be impractical for the
commander to bring his entire command team
with him as it would be too big a target and
very immobile; hence, only the Fire Support
Coordinator (FSCOORD) and the Intelligence
(S2) cell follow him, while the rest remain
stationary at the Brigade Main CP to manage
resources. Clearly, in such an arrangement,
the mobility of the commander and his team
is constrained by the ability to establish
communication links between the manoeuvre
forces, the Brigade Main CP and the
commander.

COMMAND POST
ANYWHERE
The idea of CPA is to be able to disperse the
Brigade CP footprint of one’s forces in order
to achieve pervasive command presence, and
such that the CP no longer presents a
significant target for the enemy to detect and
destroy. With CPA, every functional cell of
the Brigade HQ operates physically apart from
one another over wide distances in an Area
of Operation (AO), but is still connected

Composite

This move towards adopting the CPA concept
is driven by two main factors. Firstly, there is
a need to enhance battlefield survivability. In
both the current and future battlefield, it is
envisaged that the Brigade HQ’s BTOC
conventional centralised configuration would
offer too large and significant a target,
making it easier for the adversary to identify
and strike. There is therefore a need to reduce
this operating footprint significantly so as to
enhance the BTOC’s battlefield survivability.
One means afforded by technology is to
physically distribute and disperse the cells,
while remaining virtually connected.
Secondly, enhanced C2 could potentially be
enabled by distribution. The ability of the
Brigade Commander and PSOs to operate
while dispersed over an area of 25km - 30km
radius would allow the Brigade HQ to be
positioned at decisive and critical points within
the Brigade’s AO to exercise command
emphasis, and to allocate resource support
to the battalions. More importantly, the
distributed Brigade HQ’s span of influence is
likely to be more effective compared to the
conventional centralised BTOC, as the BTOC

27
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would no longer be bound to a single location.
Currently, the location of the centralised BTOC
is governed to a large extent by
communications considerations. The
centralised BTOC infrastructure is also
cumbersome to deploy and displace, and could
hamper the Brigade Commander’s ability to
effectively command and control the Brigade’s
fighting units. The distributed BTOC would
allow the commander and the respective PSOs
to optimise their locations to exercise the
most effective influence on the battlefield.
For example, the commander could be
positioned with the Brigade’s main effort to
offer command guidance; the S2 could be
positioned at a vantage point to receive
enemy input and offer updates to the fighting
units; the S3 could be located with the
Brigade’s reserve units, co-ordinating its launch
at the decisive time and place; the S4 could
remain with the Combat Service Support (CSS)
elements right behind; and the FSCOORD
could be with the forward Fire Support Officer
or with the guns. Regardless of their locations,
the commander and his PSOs would still be
capable of virtual collaboration with one
another through the TeamSight environment
as described later.
The full benefits of the CPA concept are
premised on the availability of broadband
connectivity in the battlefield. While this

Team Power Board / Video Conferencing
Screen Display

Figure 1.
Components of TeamSight

Composite

requirement for pervasive networks in the
battlefield would seem to make the CP more
susceptible to being disabled due to attacks
on the communications network, there are
varied ongoing experimentation efforts that
seek to mitigate this vulnerability. One prong
of experimentation addresses the setting up
of a low-cost adaptive network to provide
the necessary coverage within the AO.
Another prong of experimentation addresses
the development of adaptive command teams
that are able to quickly change their
organisational structure in response to
changes in the scenario and environment.
These experimentation efforts together serve
to strengthen the CPA concept.
Essentially, CPA enables us to break mindsets
that were structured by limitations in
technology and archaic ideas. It is the model
of next generation command teams at the
battalion, brigade and even division levels,
centred around the idea of command on-themove, where the CP can be with the forces
and optimal positioning of Brigade staff can
enhance battlefield coordination and C2. CPA
is effectively supported by the TeamSight
environment in MissionMate, which attempts
to level the sensemaking capability of the
distributed command team with that of the
physical CP of today.

MissionMate Team Operational Picture
Screen Display
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TEAMSIGHT
TeamSight gives the Brigade Commander, the
most experienced officer on the field, a
separate view of each of his staff’s screens,
in addition to an aggregated picture which
may be missing some important details. It
consists of the Team Operational Picture,
Team Power Board, and communication tools
like video conferencing, text chat and emails
that work together to provide the Command
Team with continuous and shared situation
awareness (see Figure 1).
The Team Operational Picture (TOP) is a
Geographic Information System (GIS)-based
collaborative tool that allows each individual
to view his team-mates’ workspaces to
understand and collaborate on their situational
constructs while at the same time maintaining
a workspace for his own situational constructs.
One advantage of the TOP is the reduced need
to disseminate information during scheduled
meetings, given that each user is able to
monitor the planning outcomes of his
counterparts in the command team and the
current status of manoeuvre units.
Another main advantage of the provision of
individual workspaces is that it allows every
member of the command team to develop
his product at the level of detail required
without cluttering the common operating
picture. An aggregated operating picture is
maintained for the commander’s overview by
allowing him to select the overlays that he
would like to see. Such an environment allows
the command team to quickly fuse all available
information to generate a second-order
inference or to obtain a common value for
existing information. This gives rise to
"collaboratively generated information",
based on information elements either actively
shared via voice or video conferencing, or
simply placed on the network for retrieval
when necessary (Kingston & Martell, 2004).
Having multiple workspaces available for
viewing by any user of the system is also in

Composite

line with "the established wisdom that
commanders and planners must visualise the
battle two echelons down and understand it
from the perspective of the commander two
echelons higher" (de Czege & Biever, 2001)
as well as that of adjacent organisations.

DISTRIBUTED HUBBING
As an operating concept, Distributed Hubbing
(D-Hubbing) is the first step towards attaining
the larger goal of CPA. Basically, it involves a
distributed operation without the element of
mobility. This concept was tested in
conjunction with an Armoured Brigade CP
exercise (EX WALLABY) conducted at
Shoalwater Bay Training Area (Queensland,
Australia) in October 2004.

EXPERIMENT OBJECTIVES
There are three key hypotheses which we
wanted to investigate in this experiment:
a. D-hubbing augmented with TeamSight
will have the same sensemaking ability as a
Centralised CP - For the purpose of this
experiment, sensemaking is quantified in the
form of situation awareness level possessed
by members of the Brigade HQ, and indicated
by the communication content between and
within the cells.
b. D-hubbing augmented with TeamSight
will provide continuous situation awareness,
thereby increasing the operational tempo of
the Brigade - In addition to situation
awareness questionnaires administered on a
regular basis, supporting evidence of an
anecdotal nature will also be used.
c. D-hubbing will enhance Brigade CP
survivability with increased physical
separation of the cells.

MEASURES AND METHODS
A total of three measures were employed in
the course of the experiment.

29
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1. Situation Awareness Assessment
Situation awareness (SA) levels in each cell
were measured to provide an indication of
whether the PSOs were able to maintain a
comparable level of SA regardless of the
distance between the cells and the
communication means made available to
them. It is assumed that maintaining SA is
necessary for making and executing decisions;
in this case however, aspects of decisionmaking were not assessed. It is also assumed
that a higher level of SA is correlated at least
with the speed of decisions, if not quality,
giving rise to a superior operational tempo.
Whether this relationship indeed exists will
be investigated in subsequent experiments.
An adaptation of the Situation Awareness

1)
2)
3)
4)
5)
6)

Dissemination of Information
Clarification
Exchange of Ideas
Building of Shared Understanding
Team Monitoring and Self-Correction
Others

Behaviourally Anchored Rating Scale
An observation template was handed out to
the observers at the start of each run. A
Behaviorally Anchored Rating Scale (BARS)
(Alberts and Hayes, 2002) was employed to
record the different proportions of each type
of communication activity, where each number
on a five-point scale is associated with explicitly
described behavioural indicators to guide
judgment. This enabled a certain degree of
numerical comparison based on the value
averaged across all observers for each category.

Global Assessment Technique (SAGAT)
(Endsley, 1995) was used to evaluate the level
of SA. This measure is also based on Endsley’s
model of SA: Level 1 (Perception), Level 2
(Comprehension) and Level 3 (Projection) of
information elements, and was first fieldtested in a similar Division-level exercise (Teo
et al., 2004). At various times when an
assessment of SA was deemed appropriate,
SAGAT questionnaires were administered to

(ii) In addition to observer ratings, all the
communications that took place either
face-to-face or via other modes (text chat,
video conferencing, voice via Very High
Frequency (VHF) radio) were also recorded to
facilitate subsequent analysis of the
communication patterns.

3. Contextual Inquiry
(Holtzblatt and Jones, 1993)

the Brigade Commander and his PSOs.

all communication activity that took place.

Post-hoc interviews with the Brigade
Commander and PSOs conducted at the end
of each experimental run according to a semistructured field interviewing method served
to supplement and fill in the observation gaps.
At the end of the exercise, an After-Action
Review was held to elicit feedback from the
Brigade PSOs on the perceived ease of
operation in the various setups.

(i) Two observers in each cell monitored the

Preparation for Experiment

2. Analysis of Communication Patterns
To better elucidate information flow at both
the inter- and intra-cell levels, communication
activity was monitored for the duration of
each experimental run. This was done via two
methods: observer ratings and recordings of

communication activity that took place within
the cell and between cells. Each observer kept
a log of the transactions that took place and
completed a subjective rating template every
30 minutes to reflect, in the most recent
time interval, the following types
of communication.

Composite

Prior to the exercise, the Brigade was trained
in the usage of the MissionMate system over
three days for the purpose of employing
TeamSight in a distributed environment. In
addition, they had also gone through two
exercises with the same system in the months
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leading up to this exercise. This ensured they
were reasonably proficient in operating the
system during EX WALLABY 2004.

between the clusters, another form of wireless
line-of-sight communications conforming to
the 802.16 standard was used (See Figure 3).
In each cell, the PSO was given two to

EXPERIMENTAL
CONDITIONS

three

screens

to

support

the

TeamSight environment.

The experiment took place from 21 - 23 October
2004. A total of six runs were conducted, with
two runs per day. Over the course of the runs,
each lasting for two and a half to three hours,
the Brigade HQ had to plan, execute and
coordinate Brigade-level tasks.

Centralised CP
The first run was conducted with the Brigade
HQ operating in a centralised CP setup to
serve as a baseline for comparison with
subsequent D-hub setups. The layout was
similar to a conventional Armoured Brigade
CP set-up with a footprint of 30m by 25m,
clustered in a wired Local Area Network (LAN)
environment.

Figure 3. D-Hub Configuration for a 10km
Brigade CP footprint
For the first two D-Hub CP runs, all the
communication means were activated – video
conferencing, text chat and TOP, along with
voice communication via VHF.
Subsequent runs were aimed at investigating
the feasibility and success of operating in a
distributed environment under conditions of
degraded network performance. In Run 5,
the video conferencing and text chat
capabilities

were

removed,

with

communication allowed only via VHF radio
and the TOP.
Figure 2. Centralised CP Configuration

A number of different conditions were
incorporated into Run 6. Firstly, the ideal D-

Composite

D-Hub CP

Hub configuration was further disrupted by

For the subsequent runs, the Brigade was split
into two main clusters separated by a distance
of 10km. The main cluster consisted of the
Commander, the S2 and S3 Cells, while the
other cluster consisted of the FSCC and the
CSS Cells. Within each cluster, the Cells were
further separated by about 1km to 2km. To
enable this layout, a high bandwidth widearea communications setup was employed.
Within the cluster, a wireless LAN conforming
to the 802.11 standards was employed, while

video conferencing, resulting in purely ‘silent

disabling both VHF radio communication and
collaboration’ (via text chat) between the
cells. Secondly, links to the S2 and S3 cells
were intentionally disabled in turn midway
through the run for about an hour each. The
intent of these manipulations was to assess
the Brigade HQ’s ability to quickly adapt,
synchronise and assume additional
responsibilities so as to continue effective
planning and execution in the event of
network degradation.

31
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FINDINGS AND
DISCUSSION
The statistical findings coupled with anecdotal
evidence support the hypotheses put forth
prior to the experiment:

shared understanding was supported more
through voice communications (45% vs 30%
via text chat).
In an attempt to correlate communication
means with SA levels, it was found that Levels
2 and 3 SA of D-hub (text chat only) were
significantly higher than that of both D-hub

a. D-hubbing augmented with TeamSight
provides the Command Team with the same
sensemaking ability as in a Centralised CP.
For this purpose, the nature of communication
activity taking place within the team and their
level of SA is indicative of the sensemaking
ability of the Command Team. A nonparametric test (Friedman test) on the SA
levels and communication profiles showed no
statistical differences (at 90% confidence level)
in the various D-hub setups as compared to
the Centralised CP, suggesting that TeamSight
effectively facilitates sensemaking despite the
distributed operation of the Brigade CP.

(full suite) and D-hub (voice only) (p = 0.066,

Observations made during the experiment
elucidated some trends in the communication
patterns between the Centralised CP and Dhub CP (full suite). The D-hub CP with full
suite of TeamSight tools, as compared to the
Centralised CP, gave rise to a greater
proportion of communication devoted to the
exchange of ideas (21% vs 10%, p = 0.109)
with a correspondingly lesser proportion on
information dissemination (14% vs 26%, p =
0.109) and building shared understanding
(19% vs 25%, p = 0.102). This could be a result
of operating in the TeamSight environment.
Aided by the TOP, there is a reduced need
for Commander and the PSOs to explicitly
disseminate information and build shared
understanding, thus freeing up the time to
exchange ideas.

Subsequent experiments will be conducted

p = 0.102 respectively). This could be a result
of text chat generating a record of the
updates, discussions and deliberations
between the cells that transpired during the
run, allowing the Commander and PSOs to
refer back when necessary. In fact, this was
reported by some of the PSOs as a notable
advantage of text chat over voice or video
conferencing, although others preferred video
conferencing for its interactive value and ease
of communication in building shared
understanding (as reflected in the analysis of
communication recordings detailed earlier).

to further investigate the relationship
between communication patterns, SA levels
and sensemaking ability, as well as how they
translate into performance measures such as
decision and plan quality.
b. D-hubbing augmented with TeamSight
will provide continuous situation awareness
thereby increasing the operational tempo of
the Brigade. In the Centralised CP, the
commander would walk around to confer
with the various PSOs separately before the
scheduled Command Brief. This was observed
to be an information bottleneck – there were
occasions when some PSOs worked on their
respective plans without awareness of the
relevant updated information due to the

The communication recordings provided an
insight into the usage of the various
communication tools for different purposes.
It was observed that in the D-hub setup (full
suite), dissemination of information was
achieved more via text chat (26% vs 19% via
voice communications) while the building of

Composite

staggered meetings. Another issue of interest
was the time-resource dilemma faced by the
PSOs when working in a Centralised CP setup.
They had to attend the scheduled Command
Briefs (which took up 20% of their time) while
at the same time having to complete certain
tasks or provide guidance to their staff.
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With a D-hub CP setup, the PSOs and
Commander operated within the collaborative

CONCLUSION

TeamSight environment, allowing a greater
amount of concurrent activity. The command
team was collectively aware of the current
situation and they were able to fulfill their
specific functional roles and update the rest
of the command team concurrently. Two
assessments of SA were administered for
each run, and the results showed that the SA
levels increased from the first to second
administrations across all roles. This can be
attributed to a better understanding of the

This experiment is a culmination of a series
of smaller scale exercises in which the D-hub
concept was tested in a TeamSight
environment. The findings and observations
indicate the feasibility of such a setup for a
brigade level CP, paving the way for
subsequent experimentation to strengthen
and extend this concept.
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ABSTRACT
The transformation of the Singapore Armed Forces into a
fully networked force operating with network-centric system
of systems is a strategic imperative for the Third Generation
Singapore Armed Forces (3G SAF). Systems architecting has
been identified as one of the effective means to coherently
realise system of systems capabilities. The successful application
of this strategic competency will enable us to realise our
potential and create an even more capable 3G SAF.

This paper presents a working understanding of Systems
Architecting (SA), a seven-step SA methodology and the
architectural framework currently adopted by DSTA’s
Directorate of Masterplanning and Systems Architecting.
It also highlights some of the well-known heuristics and
principles in systems architecting.
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3G SAF
Transformation
systems behaviour and may provide clues on

INTRODUCTION

possible emergent behaviour. It is also a useful
tool to address systems attributes such as

"The transformation of the SAF to exploit

complexity, flexibility, interoperability,

rapidly emerging technologies and concepts

modularity, robustness, vulnerability,

is a strategic imperative for the 3G SAF. These

scalability, sustainability and impact on the

will lead to changes in organisation, less

environment (physical, political, social, etc).

demand for conventional platforms, more

Varying the systems architecture allows one

demand for less visible technologies like

to address alternate forms that the system

information systems, precision weapons,

can take. Ideally, the architecture should be

electronic warfare systems, unmanned platform

enduring and robust for a long time so that it

technologies, and a new type of soldier who

can absorb future developments.

is trained to exploit these capabilities." Minister
for Defence Teo Chee Hean said this in

Systems architecture is different from a design

Parliament in March 2004 when he introduced

concept, which describes an engineering system

Transformation and the Third Generation

in terms of abstract concept that involves

Singapore Armed Forces (3G SAF).

symbolic attributes and possibly also relations
among design components. A design concept

Systems Architecting was identified as one of
the effective means that will facilitate this new
thrust of Transformation and help realise our
capabilities in building a system of systems.
Within

DSTA,

the

Directorate

of

Masterplanning and Systems Architecting
(DMSA) has been formed to spearhead the

is an outline or an illustration whereas systems
architecture goes further and provides a
structure of conceptualisation, description, or
design of the system, its components, their
interfaces and relationships with internal and
external entities, as they evolve over time.

build-up of this strategic system competency
and work with the SAF to create and build a
system of complex systems.

WHAT IS SYSTEMS
ARCHITECTURE?

WHAT IS A SYSTEM OF
SYSTEMS?
Generally, a system can be defined as a set of
different elements so connected or related
that it performs a unique function that cannot

Systems architecture is a structure comprising

be achieved by the individual component

key entities or components, interconnections

elements alone. Incomplete or erroneous

and interactions (Hastings, 2005). In other

integration of the component elements will

words, it provides the structure or skeleton of

result in the system becoming incapable of

the system, as well as the principles, rules and

performing its required functions. A system

guidelines governing the system design,

can be described as simple or complex, small

creation and evolution. It also provides the

or large in scale. Our focus on systems

broad framework, system level constraints as

architecting for the transformation of the

well as relationship for the sub-structures and

3G SAF is naturally on the complex systems.

modules of the system. It determines the
options available for future development.

A complex system comprises many mutually
interacting and interwoven (complex) parts or

Composite

Systems architecture is essential for order,

entities which, either by design or function or

effectiveness and efficiency. It typically shapes

both, are difficult to understand and verify.
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Figure 1. Examples of complex systems in defence

The complex relationships among the

Evolutionary Development

component parts or entities may also evolve

The development and existence of an SoS is

over time or in accordance with system states.

evolutionary, with functions and purposes

The interfaces between the component

either added, removed or modified as time

elements are mainly software-driven. Any

goes by.

incomplete or erroneous integration of these
component elements will trigger the complex

Emergent Behaviour

system to malfunction in varying degrees.

An SoS performs functions and carries out

Figure 1 shows examples of defence systems

purposes that do not reside in any of its

that are considered complex.

individual component systems. It is the sociotechnical aspects of the SoS that are dynamic

The integrated air defence network as

in nature, involving multiple time scales and

illustrated in Figure 2 is a good example of a

uncertainty, and likely to have emergent

system of systems (SoS) comprising advanced

properties. Voluntary and collaborative

jet fighters, early warning aircraft, either

interactions among the components often

standalone or platform mounted advanced

result in new emergent properties or behaviour

radars and surface-to-air missile systems, anti-

that are desired and fulfill the primary purpose

aircraft artillery and Command and Control

of the SoS. For example, the component

(C2) network. The loss of any part or

elements (fighter jets, ground radars, AWAC

component of the SoS may degrade the

platforms) of an integrated air defence network

performance or capabilities of the whole SoS.

interact with one another to achieve the goal

An SoS typically exhibits five principal

of defending a nation s airspace, which cannot

characteristics (Maier, 1996):

be achieved by the individual components.

Operational Independence

Large Geographical Distribution

The various component elements in the

As an illustration, an integrated air defence

integrated air defence system are able to

network does not reside within a building, a

operate independently and usefully on

localised area, nor an airbase. Instead, it spans

their own.

a wide ground coverage in the order of tens
or hundreds of miles, and components can be

Composite

Managerial Independence

separated by thousands of feet in altitude.

The component elements are separately

Such a vast geographical coverage means that

acquired and integrated, and continue to

the component elements exchange only

maintain an operational existence independent

information and not substantial quantities of

of the SoS.

mass or energy.

39
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Figure 2. Integrated Air Defence Network - A System of Systems

WHAT IS SYSTEMS
ARCHITECTING?

operational capabilities greater than the sum
of what each individual system could provide.
It deals largely with non-measurables using
non-quantitative tools and guidelines based

Systems architecting can be introduced as both

on practical lessons learnt. For example, by

an art and a science, of designing and building

combining the sensing picture of both ground

effective, efficient SoS (Rechtin, 1997). It is an

and air surveillance assets, an integrated time-

art because it aims to balance local needs in

coherent air picture can be formed with

the interest of a global optimum and strives

overlapping coverage for greater robustness.

for qualitative worth, i.e. client satisfaction.

Experiences from air combat exercises with

It is a science because it uses architecture as a

other air forces may help us identify the

tool for addressing global integration,

minimum relative combat power for effective

consistency and integrity in design.

engagements, which is an important

An SoS is simply too complex to be treated by
quantitative engineering analysis alone. The
optimal configuration and deployment of
various air defence assets, such as advanced
jet fighters, early warning aircraft and surfaceto-air missile systems, as an effective and
efficient integrated air defence SoS is an
example of the complex problems involved in
such an SoS.

consideration in providing an SoS architecture
for an effective integrated air defence
capability.
Systems architecting is an art because people
are an important but not necessarily predictable
factor. More often than not, it is not possible
to arrive at the SoS architectural solution
through analytical or concrete mathematical
derivations. Indeed, the solution is often

Composite

Systems architecting is hence employed to

derived through intellectual discussions and

visualise, conceptualise, plan, create and build

engagements with key decision-makers and

such an SoS. It aims to bring together various

stakeholders, and by leveraging holistic

systems with the purpose of achieving

experiences of leading domain experts and
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thinkers, senior commanders, as well as other

the SoS architecture. This will ensure that

established large-scale systems engineering

the SoS developed would be operated in an

practitioners. In the process, the systems

integrated and coherent manner by the

architecting team may have to persuade and

operators and their organisations in a real

bring certain stakeholders onboard,

environment, leading to a quantum increase

communicating using animation or

in warfighting capability.

demonstration to put across new ideas and
developing a consensus on the utility and
effectiveness of new warfighting concepts.
On the other hand, systems architecting can

VALUE OF SYSTEMS
ARCHITECTING IN
DEFENCE

also be an analytical exercise to determine the
optimal combination of resources (people,

Systems architecting is an effective means to

organisation, equipment, weapon), systems

coherently realise a network-centric SoS

(hardware, software, network), and their

capability. The mutually reinforcing

interactions to achieve the desired outcome.

relationships within an SoS reduce the

For example, a more capable air surveillance

weaknesses of each component element and

network may reduce the need for more fighters

enhance "jointness" and the overall

on alert, thereby reducing the stress on ground

effectiveness. This results in the creation of

resources. Modelling and simulation may be

emergent capabilities out of the SoS, leading

carried out to analyse the relationships and

to a higher order of asymmetric capability or

determine the optimal combination.

warfare. For example, at the individual system
level, an Apache helicopter engages its own

Systems architecture provides a holistic view

tank targets. At the SoS level, the combined

of how various systems interact with one

radar coverage of a number of Apaches as well

another across space and time, for example,

as an integrated datalink network among them

how the various air defence assets and the C2

and other ground forces can actually allow the

network react and interact with one another

helicopters to perform their anti-armour

in the face of approaching air threats. This is

missions more effectively, and be part of the

essential for planning and the identification

ground surveillance network.

of gaps. It establishes a framework for
identifying existing and desired technical

The systems that the SAF needs for its

capabilities relevant to the systems

transformation into a 3G armed force will be

development, and develops an understanding

increasingly complex, versatile and intertwined.

of how they complement one another. It

In the 3G transformation, the SAF will be

examines and develops the desired interfaces

adopting new concepts that the more

and the relationships between sub-systems.

developed countries are now experimenting
with. To do this well, we will need to examine

Composite

Effective systems architecture helps to

these concepts from an SoS approach. Looking

maintain overall systems integrity and balance

at the various systems in a holistic manner will

conflicting demands in design, engineering

allow many of the non-obvious compatibility

and development, as the system grows

and interoperability problems to be surfaced

in complexity. It also takes into account

at an early stage. Options can be generated

factors like the fiscal, social, organisational,

when the unknowns are discovered and studied

cultural and safety aspects of people and society

using a wide spectrum of analytical

and the drivers of performance in

techniques and tools. It would be very costly
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to all stakeholders to wait for the unknowns
to be manifested during implementation,
integration testing or during subsequent

WHEN DO WE NEED
SYSTEMS ARCHITECTURE?

operations.
Systems architecting to build up a new
In the 3G SAF s transformation journey,

capability based on SoS architecture may be

systems architecting will be both an enabler

triggered by an actual or anticipated change

and a catalyst. As an enabler, it identifies the

in the nature of threats, or the expected

necessary conditions for us to embark on the

availability of revolutionary technology that

journey and to fuel the journey itself. As a

may allow a more effective SoS architecture

catalyst, it stimulates us to review the way we

to be constructed. Typically, this is carried out

think, organise, equip, train and fight the

in conjunction with the long-term strategic

future war. As an ongoing process, it creates

planning processes in MINDEF and the SAF.

new relationships, and through matching,

On the other hand, a review of current SoS

balancing and compromising proposed

architectures may become necessary when the

functions and forms, it helps to enhance or

underlying assumptions or considerations

create new operational concepts to meet the

change. This can be due to feedback of

challenges of the changing environment.

shortfalls in key component systems during
implementation or limitations and gaps of

Through systems architecting, we will be able

existing SoS architecture identified through

to better leverage disruptive technologies and

exercises or periodic Operations and

new warfighting concepts. It will enable us to

Technology reviews (Geritt, 2000a). Figure 3

better leverage the high educational profile

illustrates the three key phases to realising an

of our national servicemen and the excellent

SoS architecture: namely, Planning and Analysis

inter-Services rapport the SAF enjoys. With

phase, Systems Architecting phase, and

effective systems architecture, a new

Implementation phase. The establishment of

generation of capability would be built for the

clear processes and governance in each of

3G SAF transformation, which would be

these phases will help the many programme

adaptable, flexible, sustainable, scalable,

teams working on a capability programme to

responsive and robust. The SoS level of defence

adhere to the systems architecture during

capability is uniquely indigenous and cannot

project implementation in order to arrive at

be easily duplicated or matched. It is the

the desired SoS capability in the theatre

synergy gained from integrating different

of operations.

platforms, sensors and weapons at the SoS
level guided by robust warfighting concepts
that will give the SAF greater potency in
the battlefield.

Composite

PRE-REQUISITES FOR
SYSTEMS ARCHITECTING

A significant qualitative measure of the worth

Partnership between Operations and

of systems architecture is the satisfaction

Technology personnel is vital to the success of

enjoyed by MINDEF and the SAF. They will be

systems architecting. The involvement of

more aware of the architecture s enhanced

Operations personnel provides valuable

effectiveness and hence have greater

domain knowledge and their participation

confidence in its optimised capabilities at

throughout the systems architecting process

the SoS level.

will facilitate their subsequent endorsement
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Planning & Analysis Phase
DSTA Systems
Architects;
DSTA
Masterplanning
Group

Form Systems
Architecting
Study Teams
under SASC

Systems Architecting Phase

Implementation Phase
to follow DSTA Quality
Management System
& Life Cycle Management
Procedures

Processes, Methodologies, Linkages
and Tools*

LTTPs
Studies
Red Teaming, Experimentation

Ideas

Concepts

TOOLS:

Topics, e.g. Athens
Olympics or
WTO security

OA Software. Modelling and
Simulation (Wargaming,
Virtual simulation) etc.

Project
Proposals

*Being defined by DSTA Systems Architects

TOOLS:
Collaboration tools,
Brainstorming tools,
Horizon Scanning tools
OA Software etc.

Figure 3. Three key phases in realising an SoS architecture

of the architectural solution. The combined

Technology group could include relevant SMEs

knowledge and creativity of the Operations-

from the various technological domains. In

Technology team will lead to the innovation

this way, the integrated systems architecting

of an operationally sound and realisable

team would have the necessary expertise and

Concept of Operations and SoS architecture.

experience and this will facilitate the
generation of innovative yet practical ideas

A Red Team is important in the formulation

to arrive at an SoS architecture that could

of the systems architecture. A Red Team plays

offer robust capabilities to meet the

not only the adversary, but also the devil s

operational objectives.

advocate and related roles. Aggressive red
teaming challenges emerging operational

It is also necessary to establish clear objectives

concept for weaknesses before a real adversary

in order to stay focused. The objectives could

does. A Red Team can also temper complacency

be defined as a form of capability, whether

that usually occurs after success.

enhanced or new. The objectives may be
specific (as in "to reduce battle procedure

Composite

Systems architecting requires a multi-

planning time by half") or it may be general

disciplinary and integrated team of Operations,

(as in "the development of a new capability

Technology and Red Team subject matter

or operational concept"). The former involves

experts (SMEs) to collaborate and work on a

transforming current capability where current

comprehensive range of issues. For more

conditions are known and the outcome is more

integrated operations across Services, the

measurable. In the latter, the experience,

Operations group could include relevant SMEs

knowledge and creativity of those involved

from the various Services. Likewise, the

are important.

43
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opportunities and constraints for future
development. Playing a pivotal role in tradeoff decisions, he is therefore the protector of
future generations from today’s decisions.
(Lui, 2005).

HOW DO WE GO ABOUT
SYSTEMS ARCHITECTING?
Figure 4. Profile of a Systems Architect (Geritt, 2000b)

As an initial answer to this question, we
propose a seven-step methodology as
illustrated in Figure 5. This methodology is

ROLE OF A SYSTEMS
ARCHITECT

expected to evolve as we accumulate
experience through practice and collaboration
with external agencies. The seven steps are

Having a team of competent and experienced

as follows:

Systems Architects is another important factor

Architect (Geritt, 2000b). The Systems Architect

a. Establish the Objectives for Systems
Architecting and Measure of
Effectiveness

is the ultimate judge and coordinator of the

The objective of a systems architecting project

integrated systems architecting team. He is an

can be to construct a new SoS architecture to

expert of experts. He knows which talents

counter a new threat. For example, Japan’s

should be brought in to join the team. In order

Self Defence Agency may view Theatre Ballistic

to visualise goals and yet exercise control, he

Missiles as a new threat that requires a new

has to exert authority. He has to be conceptual

SoS to deal with it. Alternatively, the objective

and pragmatic at the same time. This is a

can be to review the existing SoS architecture

demanding role which requires him to be a

to enhance responsiveness and robustness. An

good communicator, a multi-tasker, a

example would be enhancing Singapore’s

generalist, and also a person who is open-

Island Air Defence against terrorist attacks.

minded, absorbs knowledge quickly, and is

With respect to the objectives, it would be

able to give constructive criticism. The Systems

necessary to establish the measures of

Architect understands and designs at a global

effectiveness (MOE) for the architectural

level, acting as the single focused mind behind

alternatives to be identified (through the

the SoS architecture. At the same time, he

systems architecting process) and evaluated.

possesses wide-ranging knowledge including

The top level MOEs are typically in operational

ongoing acquisitions and R&D programmes,

and resource dimensions.

for successful systems architecting work.
Figure 4 illustrates the profile of a Systems

so that he can identify solutions for the SoS.

Composite

He serves the clients (key stakeholders) and

b. Create the Framework

not the builder (the technical teams), but he

The framework establishes the key local and

works jointly with both clients and builders on

global constraints, as well as key enablers

problem and solution definition. He converts

required in achieving the objectives of the

the clients’ needs into the systems architecture

systems architecting project. Examples of

and is mindful of the unarticulated needs.

constraints are current architecture and

Through the architecture, he creates both

boundaries of operations. It is important to
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Figure 5. A seven-step methodology for Systems Architecting
review whether such constraints can be

the gaps identified, it may be necessary to

overcome through other means such as policy

review the constraints and re-optimise where

changes. The enablers could be technologies

necessary and possible, either at the global or

that are building blocks for a global solution.

local level. Such optimisation may even have
to be carried out across SoS architectures at

c. Build the Big Picture

the SAF level for the various capabilities. In

This means constructing an SoS architectural

some cases, the SoS architecture may even

solution with various building blocks and

have to be reconstructed.

components so that every component operates
coherently to achieve the desired capability.

f. Synthesis of Systems Architecture

Tools for building systems architecture such as

Proper documentation of the appropriately

Popkin, Vensim and Concept MAPs may be

endorsed architectural solution must be carried

used. The DMSA Architectural Framework

out to consistently facilitate promulgation,

described in a subsequent section defines

communication, governance and systematic

various Operations-Technology views that may

implementation.

be generated to describe the solution.

g. Monitor, Test, Review
d. Identify Capability Gaps

It is important to monitor the implementation

It is important to review the solution and

of the SoS architecture and to subject the

analyse the system dynamics to identify gaps

SoS architecture to varying levels of tests

in areas such as coverage, range, survivability

and experimentation at each phase

and vulnerability.

Besides red teaming,

of implementation to check and verify

sensitivity checks on key underlying

performance against the MOEs and other

assumptions and considerations should be

important systemic attributes. A core group of

carried out to ensure the robustness of

the systems architect team may remain to serve

the solution.

as the architectural configuration manager.
A review of the SoS architecture may become

Composite

e. Plug the Gaps

necessary when underlying assumptions change

This may mean an adjustment or refinement

(for example, performance shortfalls in key

of the SoS architecture. In some cases, to close

component systems during implementation).

45
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It is necessary to solicit inputs from key decision-

costs. Most importantly, from a global outlook,

makers and stakeholders in the early stages of

the SoS architecture must be consistent and

the systems architecting process, so that the

remain focused on its objectives, possess a

objectives, MOEs and framework are better

certain degree of systems integrity, be simple

aligned. The customer may also have strong

yet elegant in function. It must be remembered

views based on heuristic and field experiences

that complexity does not always serve the

on what the architectural solution should or

required function or efficiency.

should not be, which may help to quicken the
process of finding a solution. The ‘intuitive

It is important to ensure that the SoS

architecture alternatives’ of decision-makers

architecture possesses stable intermediate

or experienced operators should be evaluated

forms (Maier, 1996). There may be occasions,

and useful insights should be documented as

in the heat of a battle for example, when

part of the process to arrive at the final

certain component elements fail or are lost

architectural solution. Such early dialogue and

suddenly. An architecture that is stable and

engagement will lay a good foundation for

robust will not fail catastrophically in such an

eventual consensus and acceptance of the

event, but will instead be able to effectively

recommended architectural solution.

fall back on less complete yet operational
configurations capable of achieving all or some

Relevant experiences and knowledge should

of its objectives. It also allows a more rapid

be shared whenever necessary. This helps to

development and phased implementation of

create a common system reference model

the SoS within the overall architecture. Hence,

among the systems architect team. It facilitates

each of the intermediate forms or

collaborative thinking and consensus within

configurations should also be technically,

the team during the process. It would also be

economically and politically self-supporting.

helpful to establish heuristics and principles
that are deemed relevant to the objectives of

The emergence of SoS capabilities occurs

the systems architecting project. The team

through the interaction of its component

should also leverage the diverse and in-depth

elements at the interfaces. It is important to

experiences of leading local and international

pay attention to and leverage the interfaces.

domain experts and thinkers, senior SAF

Such interfaces define the entire architecture,

commanders, as well as other established large-

especially when component elements are highly

scale systems engineering practitioners.

independent operationally and managerially.
For example, the Command and Control,

GENERAL PRINCIPLES
AND HEURISTICS FOR
SYSTEMS ARCHITECTING

Communications and Intelligence network in
an Integrated Air Defence SoS defines and
provides the architecture in which independent
elements of sensors and weapons and
command elements reside. On the other hand,

It is essential to have a global understanding

it is important that each element imposes

of the entire problem or requirements.

minimal essential requirements for the others

However, it does not mean that localised

to avoiding stifling one another.

problems are totally ignored. It is important

Composite

to strike a balance - between conflicting

Communication between component elements,

interests and requirements; short and long-

which are typically dispersed geographically,

term goals; efforts and risks; effectiveness and

is the principal enabling technology for an SoS
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Figure 6. DMSA Architectural Framework

architecture. Emergent behaviour at the SoS

architect team in exploiting new technologies

level can only appear if there is sufficient

and devising new and realistic concepts of

information exchange taking place between

operations that will determine the effectiveness

the component elements. For example, an

of the systems architecture.

information feed from sensor to shooter does
not result in shooter response if the

Figure 6 illustrates the architectural framework

information is not adequate enough to be

currently adopted by DMSA. The Operational-

acted upon. Adhering to military specification

Technical views provide a comprehensive

standards may help, but may not ensure full

description of the SoS architecture. Where

interoperability within the SoS, given the

necessary, studies and/or modelling and

possibility of varying levels of interpretations

simulation experiments may be conducted to

and adherence to such standards by the

refine the Operational-Technical views,

equipment manufacturers.

resulting in a more robust, versatile and optimal
SoS architecture. The Operational views would

DMSA ARCHITECTURAL
FRAMEWORK

guide the formulation of various Operation
Master Plans. The Technical views would serve
as the technical blueprint for the
implementation of the SoS architecture via

Building an effective systems architecture

various Engineering and Technology Master

involves innovation and is iterative in nature.

Plans. We expect the DMSA Architectural

Inputs from the Operations and Technology

Framework to evolve as we accumulate

domains are important ingredients but it is

experience in this area.

the creativity of the integrated systems
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CONCLUSION
It is the network-centric SoS capability that
will give the SAF greater potency on the
battlefield - a capability that will not be easily
matched or duplicated. The SoS capabilities

Muller, Gerrit (2000b) The role and
task of the system architect.
http://www.extra.research.philips.com
/natlab/sysarch/RoleSystemArchitectPaper.pdf
Rechtin, Eberhardt, and Maier, Mark W. (1997)
The art of systems architecting. CRC Press,
Boca Raton, Florida.

are higher-order force multipliers that we must
seek for the transformation of the SAF into a
third generation fighting force. Systems
Architecting is one of the effective means to

US Department of Defense Architecture
Framework. http://www.defenselink.mil/nii/doc
/docArchive.htm

coherently realise such SoS capabilities. The
adoption of a holistic Systems Architecting and
Masterplanning approach is DSTA’s systemic
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ABSTRACT
This article examines radar and electronic warfare in nature.
It briefly defines electronic warfare and investigates how some
animals use electronic combat techniques for hunting and
evasion. In particular, it delves into the electronic weapons of
bats and moths. It describes how the bat uses different radar
and electronic warfare techniques to locate its prey and for
manoeuvring - pulse frequency repetition agility, frequency
modulation, Doppler, multimode and monopulse operation,
tracking and even pulse integration and processing. It also
explains how the moth combats this through its radar-warning
receiver or through hiding in clutter to deceive or evade the
bat. To counteract this, the bat further develops its electronic
countermeasures. Finally it puts forward a case on how such
knowledge can help to address some of the military problems
in radar and electronic warfare.

Dr Aaron Chia Eng Seng
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Electronic Combat
in Nature
radar and electronic warfare. A glossary of

INTRODUCTION

biological, radar and electronic warfare terms
can be found at the end of the article.

"A flying object homes in on its target. Flying
in darkness, it finds its target by sending out
streams of short pulses. But the target does
not give in so easily. It detects the homing
pulses and dodges evasively to avoid attack.
Sometimes, it counter attacks with blasts of
pulses of its own to confuse and disorientate
the attacker."

WHAT IS RADAR AND
ELECTRONIC WARFARE?
Radar is an electromagnetic system for the
detection and location of objects. It operates
by transmitting a particular type of waveform
and detecting the nature of the echo signal.
It is designed to `see' in conditions unfriendly

Is this a picture of modern aerial and electronic

to normal human vision. These include

warfare? Yes, but it is warfare in nature

darkness, haze, fog, rain or snow. Moreover,

between bats and their prey, the moths. Bats

it can measure the distance or range to the

use a form of sonar known as echolocation to

object. Echolocation is a system of orientation

locate their prey. To accomplish this, bats emit

or radar involving the use of echoes produced

very high frequency sounds that bounce off

by the animal for gathering information about

moths and other insects, giving them an

the environment.

estimate of the prey's relative location. Bats
have developed a technique to filter out the

Electronic warfare is a military action where

most powerful sounds so that they can

the objective is to control the electromagnetic

concentrate on the faint return signals. Moths

spectrum (Schleher, 1999). To accomplish this,

have in turn evolved a defence in the form of

both offensive electronic attack (electronic

a soft covering on their bodies and wings,

countermeasure) and defensive electronic

which absorbs the bat chirps. In response, bats
have evolved new chirp frequencies that can
be used to identify the moths' fuzzy coating.
To counter this, the moths have enhanced their
stealth technology with a jamming technique
that involves emitting their own sounds to jam
the bats' return signals.

This is often

coordinated with elaborate evasive
manoeuvres. Bats respond by adopting an
elaborate flight pattern that can overwhelm

protection (electronic counter-countermeasure)
are required. In addition, electronic warfare
support (electronic support measure) actions
are necessary to supply the intelligence and
threat recognition that allow implementation
of both electronic attack and protection.

NATURE'S ELECTRONIC
WEAPONS

a moth's senses, and also by periodically turning
off their echolocation, making the moth's

Although there is no known animal species

jamming technique less effective. Nature's

that uses electromagnetic waves at radio

electronic warfare arms race continues...

frequencies or microwaves, examples of
animals using sound, light and electric field

Composite

In this article, the author examines radar and

for electronic combat abound. The ultrasonic

electronic warfare in nature. The first part

sensor of a bat is the "mother of all radars"

defines radar and electronic warfare and looks

used for navigation, surveillance and hunting

at how some animals use electronic combat

food. Apart from bats, there are other

techniques for hunting and evasion. The

creatures that use acoustic echolocation.

second part delves into the electronic weapons

Dolphins have highly sophisticated sonars

of the bat and moth, and shows how they can

that are not yet fully understood by humans.

help to address some of the military issues in

There are echolocating birds too: the oilbird
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and the White-rumped Swiftlet or the Black-

up the food chain (target illumination).

nest Swiftlet (Bossel, 2001a). To combat the

The anglerfish features a luminescent

bat's echolocation, moths have developed

appendix to its lower chin. This appendix

ears that can detect bats' signals and trigger

is used as bait (decoy) for other predators

a series of clicking noises that jam the bat's

while the anglerfish is lying in ambush.

detector (self-protection jammers). Some

Glass worms produce a sort of liquid that

electric fishes create an electric field around

contains hundreds and thousands of

themselves, which is used to detect and

luminescent particles when pursued by a

communicate with other fish. They have

predator. In similar fashion, the jellyfish is

even adopted frequency hopping where

able to jettison some of its twinkling

they hop from one frequency to another to

tentacles and escape, mostly unharmed.

avoid jamming.

These particles serve to confuse the
predator's senses, just like chaff that is
jettisoned from modern aircraft to confuse
a hostile radar or missile seeker head.

In the depths of the ocean are the habitats
of some real electronic warfare experts
(Bossel, 2001b). The Hatchet Fish takes
advantage of the low illumination by
looking upwards and waiting for the shadow

Figure 1. Hatchet Fish
of some other animal swimming by.
Through evolution, prey animals have found
stealth to be a countermeasure. Some fish
and cephalopods exhibit bioluminescence
where their skin is able to emit just about
the right amount of light to compensate
for their own shadow and thus render
themselves undetectable. One notable
example is the squid. Other animals have
developed chromatophores. They can adapt
the colours and texture of their skin such
that it matches the structure of their hiding
place. An example of such animals is the
octopus. Some species, like the cuttlefish,
produce sticky and luminescent mucus when
put under stress by an attacker. This slime
adheres to the predator and makes it a
distinguishable target for predators further

Composite
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BATS' ELECTRONIC
WEAPONS
Contrary to popular belief, bats can see fairly
well. However, their eyes are useful sensors
only under daylight conditions and they only
hunt in the dark. To support their night
activities, bats have developed an active
acoustic sensor in the ultrasonic frequency
range. Apart from differences in frequencies
and the wave medium between acoustical
waves and radio waves, a bat's sensor is very
similar to radar: chirped signal, target tracking
by Doppler estimation, terrain avoidance
function, and fine angle measurement based
on the monopulse principle.
Bats' echolocation sensors are used for
navigation, obstacle avoidance and hunting.
Occasionally, they emit a short cry that serves
to 'illuminate' the scene ahead. Echoes are
picked up by their ears and analysed in the
brain. The time between sending out a cry
and receiving a response enables the bat to
determine the distance between the bat and
whatever objects that happen to be around.
Stationary objects yield an echo that is a
replica of the pulse sent. Moving objects are
revealed by an echo at a slightly lower or
higher frequency because of Doppler
estimation (Moving Target Indicator (MTI).
Furthermore, echoes from mosquitoes, moths
and butterflies exhibit fluctuations that are
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caused by the flutter of their wings, a concept
similar to unintentional modulation on pulse.
This enables bats to tell the difference
between a moth and a leaf swaying in the
wind. Some bats feed on fish rather than
on insects. These bats can detect the
perturbations on the water surface when a
fish is close to it. This enables them to find
their submerged prey.
Bats begin their pursuit of prey while in the
search mode, emitting pulses with long
duration and inter-pulse intervals. Once they
have detected a potential prey, they decrease
their pulse duration, shorten the time interval
between pulses and change the intensities of
the pulses as they proceed from the search
phase to the capture of the target through
the approach, track and terminal phases of
the echolocation attack sequence.

BAT
MOTH

Constant Frequency
These are narrowband sounds of
milliseconds duration and transmitted
without significantly changing the
frequency. They are good for detection
because there is a lot of power within a
single channel. However these signals are
poor for localisation or direction finding
because they provide neither good monaural
nor acceptable binaural cues. Thus they have
poor range resolution and do not yield
detailed information though they can
determine Doppler shifts. They give
information on the approach and departure
of the target and rates of change. CF bats
usually hunt in open terrain where anything
that appears in the air can be considered
food. Some CF bats do not loiter above an
area but hang off a tree, scanning the area
for anything that moves. CF bats operate at
lower ultrasonic frequencies (around 30kHz)
t h a t s u ff e r l e s s a t t e n u a t i o n i n t h e
atmosphere than higher frequencies and
therefore yield more detection range. The
downside is that low frequencies equate to
large wavelengths (1.13cm at 30kHz), which
yield strong echoes only from bigger insects.
If the CF pulse is long enough, echo fluctuations

SOUND PULSE
SENT OUT BY BAT

caused by wing flutter can be detected as well.
Therefore, long CF pulses are also suitable for
REFLECTED PULSE
RECEIVED BY BAT

hunting within a background of stationary
returns from vegetation (clutter). This signal

Figure 2. Echolocation

type is employed at higher frequencies (60kHz
and more) which produce stronger echoes from

Waveforms

small insects and do not require big ears for
sufficient precision in direction finding.

All bats use pulses called 'clicks'. In the search
mode, bats operate in the Low Pulse Repetition
Frequency (PRF) range. They would not emit
a pulse before the last possible echo from the
previous pulse has arrived and thus their range
measurements are unambiguous. Within their
pulses, bats use a variety of waveforms that
are adapted for their very special purposes.
These are classified as Constant Frequency
(CF), Frequency Modulated (FM) or CF-FM.

The Saccopteryx bat uses short CF pulses, but
successive pulses alternate between two
different frequencies, with the separation
between them being equal to the Doppler
shift that would be produced due to the flight
speed of the bat (MacÍas, Silvio, Mora and
Emanuel, 2003). It has been suggested that
the bat may be using one of the tones as an
uncompensated "ground-looking" sonar for

Composite
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Figure 3. Use of CF and FM pulses and harmonics in bats
navigational purposes while the other may be
pre-compensated for the bat's flight speed as
a forward looking hunting system.

surface detail and discrimination between

Frequency Modulation

Constant Frequency - Frequency
Modulation

object types. Some bats have developed nonlinear frequency modulation too.

These are broadband sounds. They are poor
for detection since each auditory channel
receives only a small time slice of the echo and
thus will be weak. However, they are good for
localisation or direction finding. Each auditory
channel receives an echo for only a short time.
Therefore, the temporal marking of the echoes
is easy to compute. Since many channels are
activated, the auditory system can combine
signals across channels to get intensity and
timing differences. The frequency changes
within the pulse in all known cases vary from
high to low (though the reason why the
"down" chirp and not the "up" chirp is used
is still unknown). The FM signal closely
resembles a radar's chirp signal and lends itself
well to range finding. Furthermore, it yields a
spectral signature that is useful for
determination of an object's size, shape and

Composite

This denotes a combination of CF and FM. The
pulse consists of a constant frequency portion
to which a chirp is attached. This is a complex
signal which combines the capabilities of both
its components because the CF part yields good
detection properties and the FM part provides
the range information (See Figure 3). This
signal is advantageous in dense vegetation
where it is necessary to be able to classify an
object into stationary; moving and not edible;
and moving and edible.
CF-FM bats can switch between waveforms.
Examples are the European Pipistrelle and the
Moustached Bat, which employ CF and FM
type waveforms during a single engagement
(Suga, Simmons and Jen, 1975). Greater
Horseshoe Bats use CF pulses when looking for

55
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prey in a stationary position but switch to a
CF-FM signal once they are tracking a target.
All bats transmit overtones (or harmonics) too.
Overtones serve to increase the bandwidth of
the signal, which yields more detailed
information (e.g. CF2 is a harmonic of CF1 in
Figure 3). Harmonics are especially useful in
cluttered situations. However, since higher
frequencies or harmonics are subjected to
stronger attenuation in the air, they are only
suitable for use at the terminal phase
of hunting.

Receiver
A bat's cry is so loud that the animal would
instantly deafen itself if the cry is permitted
to enter its own hearing apparatus. A bat's
middle ear is built like a regular vertebrate's
ears: there is the tympanic membrane which
collects sound waves and converts them into
mechanical oscillations; these are transferred
to the oval window via the movements of the
ossicles. There is however a subtle but
important difference: some bats feature an
additional muscle that disengages the ossicles
or attenuates their movements when a cry is
produced. Thus, the bat can literally switch off
its receiver chain whilst transmitting a pulse.
This muscle is precisely what a transmit/receive
switch or duplexer is to man-made radar.
Bats hear sounds through their ears, which
direct the sound through the inner ear and
onto the basilar membrane of the cochlea.
The basilar membrane in turn vibrates
according to the frequency of the sound
and turns that mechanical signal into a
neural code that is carried into the brain
stem and to the rest of the brain. The bat
is not only getting information from its
fundamental frequency, but also from the
second, third and fourth harmonic
frequencies of that pulse. The Moustached
Bat's basilar membrane is thickened precisely
at frequencies of 61kHz - 61.5kHz (Kruse,
1996). These frequencies correspond to the
returning echoes of the Doppler shift
compensated second harmonic of the

Composite

CF-FM pulse. The bat lowers its own emitted
CF so that the Doppler-shifted echo
returning from the insect is precisely in the
range where the bat has the best chance of
detecting it: 61kHz - 61.5kHz. This area has
neurons that are sensitive to a particular
frequency and amplitude that will excite
them maximally and is used in discriminating
minute differences in frequency that would
cause a flying insect to appear above the
background noise and existing Doppler shift.
Another area of interest that also relates to
the bat's use of Doppler shift information
is the CF area of the auditory cortex. This
is the area in the cortex where the bat
calculates the actual Doppler shift from the
target. The bat does this by comparing the
frequencies between the CF pulse and its
second and third harmonic echo.
The problem of interference from the signals
of other bats is significant for both CF and FM
bats. The FM bat can average the echoes it
receives over several pulses (integration of
pulses); the image due to his own signals will
be stable while interfering signals will be
incoherent and will therefore just contribute
to background noise. Targets with changing
range can be allowed for by predicting their
new expected position extrapolated from
previous range measurements as long as the
acceleration is not too great (tracking). The
task is made easier by the fact that the bat has
an extremely good spatial memory, on which
he will often rely in preference to contradictory
echolocation information, so that the static
background environment will provide a
constant reference system.

Technical Data
A data sheet of a bat's electronic weaponry
could be as follows:

Frequency Range
Bat cries are from 12kHz to 200kHz.

Pulse Width
A single cry can be from 0.3ms to 200ms.
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Navigation and Obstacle Avoidance
Bats can avoid wires as thin as 0.3mm in
diameter.

begun pursuit of its prey. Translated into
electronic combat terms, this means that the
Pipistrelle features a target acquisition mode
and a target-tracking mode.

Detection Range
Bats can detect moths 5m away on average.

PRF Agility

There are some bats that can detect fruit flies

Bats emit 5 - 20 pulses per second in navigation
mode. Thus, their PRF is 5Hz - 20Hz, which
yields unambiguous ranges between 8.5m and
34m (unambiguous range = speed of sound /
(2 x PRF)). However, the PRF does not remain
fixed but is adapted to the situation. If there
is something interesting, the PRF is increased
for what could be called 'track confirmation'.
This means more pulses are sent out at around
50Hz to get more information about a possible
target. But during the whole engagement,
bats keep their PRF such that range
measurement remains unambiguous. Before
capturing their prey, CF-FM bats increase their
PRF up to 100Hz (unambiguous up to 1.7m)
and FM bats can go up to 200Hz (unambiguous
up to 0.85m). Increasing the PRF also means
that the pulse duration is also reduced,
yielding better range measurements.

from 30m away.

Doppler Resolution
Bats can resolve constant frequency shifts of
0.1% caused by the Doppler effect. At a
frequency of 83kHz, horseshoe bats can detect
echo fluctuations at a rate of 30Hz caused by
the wing flutter of an insect. A ratio of 30 to
83000 is less than 0.04%.

Range Resolution
Bats can resolve echoes received 80
microseconds apart. This translates into the
capability to perceive two objects as two
objects if they are located at least 27mm away
from each other.

Scan Rate
Bats are able to process 200 air picture updates
per second.

Engagements Per Hour
Bats can engage 1200 mosquitoes an hour or
one mosquito every three seconds.

Multi-Mode
The sensor of the European Pipistrelle bat is a
multi-mode device (Bossel, 2001a). The
Pipistrelle employs a long continuous wave
pulse for acquisition of moving targets and
switches over to a chirped signal once it has

Monopulse
Bats have two ears and they use them to
compare results like two antennas. Thus, it is
possible to achieve very precise angular
information even if the antennas - taken
individually - have rather large beamwidths.
This technique is called simultaneous lobing
or monopulse. Bats use this comparison
technique in the horizontal plane.

Doppler Tracking
Doppler tracking, or Doppler shift
compensation is not performed when a target
is receding and its echo appears below the
bats' hearing range. This indicates that the
bats are not interested in anything that flies
faster than them, as they cannot catch these
prey anyway. At the same time, Doppler shift
compensation ensures that transmitted signal
is kept outside the sensitive frequency range.
Thus, CF bats use the same method for
transmitter/receiver isolation as employed in

Figure 4. The European Pipistrelle

Composite

continuous wave radars.
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MOTH'S ELECTRONIC
WEAPONS

rid of the bat. The sound is made by rubbing
a leg or vibrating castanet-like structures on
the wings (Metzner, 1999). Some theories about
the working mechanism are:

Tiger moths, including the garden tiger moth
and the dogbane tiger moth are part of bats'

Deception

diet. Millions of years of evolution have caused

The false echoes lead to confusion, processor

the moth to develop a warning device and a

overload and the impression of being

jammer (Fullard, Simmons, Saillant, 1994) to

outnumbered. Experiments have shown that bats

counter its predator.

ignore the majority of false echoes but their range
measurement circuitry is severely hampered by

The warning device of a tiger moth is a pair

pulses that appear 1ms - 2ms before the real one.

of ears on the head which are tuned to the

Competition

frequency range used by their predators. Other

The false echoes convey the information that

moths developed ears on the body, wings and

there is another bat already engaging

mouth-parts. Like any radar-warning device,

the target.

2

the moth takes advantage of the 1/r law: signal
strength decays at a rate inversely

Warning

proportionate to the distance, squared. The

The moth gives clear notice that it tastes so

bat's cry undergoes this attenuation once on

awful that the bat had better look for

the way out, and an echo undergoes it a second

something else to feed on. Tiger moths feed

time on its way back. Therefore, the moth is
able to detect the bat from some 40m away
while the bat can hear the echo only at 5m.
Upon detection of a bat's target acquisition
signal, the moth takes immediate evasive action

on toxic plants that give them an
unpleasant taste.

Surprise
These sounds simply surprise the bats and give
the moths a little more time to escape.

by hiding or quickly getting away. If the bat is
too near, the moth flies in loops, makes

Moths have also developed fuzzy wings that

surprising noises (jamming) or folds up its wings

do not reflect the bat's pulses (stealth).

and power-dives to the ground.
Some moths do not have ultrasound hearing
A tiger moth's jamming signal consists of a

organs (Waters and Jones, 2001). Moreover,

series of false echoes whose purpose is to get

they also seem to lack other predator defences

Table 1: Comparison between a typical airborne radar and a bat's sensor.

Composite
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such as warning colouration, erratic flight
patterns or good flight manoeuvrability.

MILITARY APPLICATIONS

Despite this apparent lack of defences against
predators, the species survived. They do so by

The appreciation of how bats operate in their

choosing a very limited time to fly (radio

natural environment could produce better

silence), being conspicuous for just two weeks

sonar navigation and detection equipment

in summer for just half an hour around dusk

and radar systems. Many of the principles that

where the males try to attract the females.

can be learned from the bat's sensor have

They also hide in the grass, staying above the

already become part of the radar vocabulary.

grass leaves so that they are still visible to the

These include the use of multimode and

females, but concealed in the acoustic clutter.

monopulse radars, PRF agility and Doppler
tracking. Table 1 shows a comparison of a

ELECTRONIC COUNTER
COUNTERMEASURES

typical airborne radar and a bat's sensor. They
have many similar functions and characteristics.
A study on how bats or birds catch fish may
lead to new ideas for the detection of

To avoid being detected by some clever moths,

submarines - from the example where bats

bats have invented passive location too! The

detect ripples in water to catch fish under the

long-eared bat carries its name because of its

water. The use of channelised receivers coupled

really big ears. They are so sensitive that the

with neural network signal processing such as

bat can detect the tiny noises of the pre-flight

those used by bats could certainly improve the

warm-up cycle of some insects – without

performance of electronic support receivers.

transmitting anything. These whispering bats

By studying how bats detect minute changes

produce extremely soft sounds so that they

in frequencies, better receivers could be built.

can still echolocate but the moths cannot quite

The fuzzy materials of moths could be used to

hear them (Siemers, Stilz, and Schnitzler, 2001).

make stealth materials and their deception

Bats also emit calls that are too short in

jamming methods could be used in

duration to be reliably encoded by the moth's

electronic attack.

most sensitive auditory receptor. The
echolocation of gleaning insectivorous bats
are acoustically mismatched to the ears of

CONCLUSION

moths and are consequently less detectable

Composite

than those of acoustically hawking bats. These

Bats and moths are continuously waging war

bats use cries of short duration, high frequency

with electronic weapons of sound that were

and low intensity. Some bats develop a

developed millions of years ago (whereas the

different type of pulse that can pick up fuzzy-

modern radar was discovered only in the 1930s)

winged moths. Other bats use frequencies

and are still evolving. Similarly, electronic

above and below the insects' hearing range;

warfare is an endless game of countermeasures

or confuse the insect's locator by flying

and counter-countermeasures. Nature has

erratically. Others like the fringe-lipped bat

provided many examples of electronic combat.

or Central America's frog-eating bat have

Hopefully, an insight into the tactics, principles

specialised in homing in on the mating calls

and materials used in nature could inspire new

that some frogs produce (Cramer, Michael,

applications and improvements in electronic

Willig, Michael, Jones and Clyde, 2001).

warfare.
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GLOSSARY OF BIOLOGICAL, ELECTRONIC WARFARE
AND RADAR TERMS
Biological Terms

CONTINUOUS WAVE: continuous flow of
electromagnetic energy (non-pulsed).

BASILAR MEMBRANE: cellular membrane in
which the hair cells are embedded. The basilar
membrane moves in response to pressure waves
in the cochlea, initiating a chain of events that
result in a nerve impulse travelling to the brain.

DECOY: a device used to improve aircraft
survivability by delaying or denying acquisition
of the real target.
DETECTION: acquisition of an electromagnetic

CEPHALOPODS: class of the molluscs or softbodied animals, characterised by having the
mouth surrounded by a greater or lesser
number of fleshy arms or tentacles, which, in
most living species, are furnished with suckingcup (example: cuttle-fish).
CHROMATOPHORES: special skin cells that
change a chameleon's colour.

signal with the same output characteristics as
the original transmitted data.
DIRECTION FINDING: refers to the establishment
of the direction from which a received signal
was transmitted.
DOPPLER (EFFECT): measures the shift in
frequency created when an object (being

COCHLEA: the coiled organ in the inner ear
that converts mechanical energy (vibrations)
and sorts them by frequency into nerve
impulses that are sent to the brain.

"illuminated" by energy waves) moves. A

OSSICLES: three tiny bones in the middle ear.

DUPLEXER: device used to perform the switch

transmitter emits energy at a specific frequency
which, when reflected, can indicate both speed
and direction of that target.

over between transmitter and receiver ports
TYMPANIC MEMBRANE: a thin membrane in
the middle ear that carries sound vibrations to
the inner ear.

Electronic Warfare and
Radar Terms

when they share the same antenna.
ECHO: in radar, that portion of energy reflected
from the target to the receiver.
ELECTRONIC WARFARE: a general term used
to describe the use of communications systems

CHAFF: ribbon-like pieces of metallic materials
which are dispensed by aircraft to mask or
screen other aircraft or to cause a tracking
radar to break its lock.
CHIRP: a repetitive and continuous change of
carrier frequency of a pulse-modulated wave.
Generally for the purpose of coding or
pulse compression.

in warfare. As such, electronic warfare includes
the Electronic Order of Battle (EOB),
reconnaissance, intentional interference,
intrusion or intelligence collection.
ELECTRONIC ATTACK / ELECTRONIC
COUNTERMEASURES: the intentional use of
electronics equipment for the purpose of
interference, or confusion in order to obtain

CLUTTER: the presence of reflections (echoes)
from objects in the area of the target.

Composite

a tactical advantage in support of a
larger operation.
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ELECTRONIC PROTECTION / ELECTRONIC

JAMMING: the intentional interference

COUNTER-COUNTERMEASURES:

between two communications systems whereby

the design or redesign of equipment to make

one system attempts to degrade or make the

a communication system or equipment

second system useless.

techniques less vulnerable to a known
or projected electronic countermeasure

MAXIMUM UNAMBIGUOUS RANGE: the

equipment.

maximum range beyond which targets appear
as second-time-around echoes.

FALSE ECHOES: radiated bundle of
electromagnetic energy which is displaced in

MONOPULSE: radar which is capable of

time from the real target echo which creates

obtaining highly accurate directional

a response in the receiver where no reflecting

information by employing a receiving system

surface exists.

with two or more overlapping lobes in the
radiation patterns.

FREQUENCY AGILITY: the rapid and continual
shifting of a transmitter's mean frequency,
generally to avoid jamming.
FREQUENCY HOPPING: an anti-jamming
technique used by a radar system. The carrier
frequency of the pulsed transmissions are
periodically or continuously shifted within
limits on each successive pulse.
FREQUENCY MODULATION (FM): the
modulation of a sine wave carrier so that its
instantaneous frequency differs from that
carrier by the amount proportional to the

MTI (MOVING TARGET INDICATOR): a pulse
radar which observes the unambiguous range
condition while utilising Doppler effects (not
Doppler) for ambiguous frequency resolution.
NOISE: any unwanted electrical or
mechanical disturbance which modifies the
desired performance.
PASSIVE: an inert component which may
control, but does not create or amplify
information for the purpose of jamming.

amplitude of the modulating wave.
PULSE REPETITION FREQUENCY: frequency at
INTEGRATION OF PULSES: estimation of signal

which a pulse of certain width and amplitude

parameters from a sequence of pulses in

is repeated.

a radar.
RADAR: an acronym for Radio Detection and
UNINTENTIONAL MODULATION ON PULSE

Ranging. It is used to detect a distant target,

(UMOP) - Unintentional frequency variations

determine and display its relative direction

of a transmitter caused by non-linearities, non-

(azimuth) and determine and display its relative

ideal transmitter tubes, modulators, high

distance (range).

voltage components, etc. and is an inherent
characteristic of high-powered transmitters,

RADAR WARNING RECEIVER: device for

exploited by electronic support measures for

monitoring the direction and type of

emitter identification.

potentially hostile systems relative to the
observing platform.

JAMMER: a device used to deprive, limit or
degrade the use of a communications system.

RANGE RESOLUTION: the ability of radar to

Radio frequency jammers include barrage,

discriminate two targets closely located

noise, discrete frequency repeater and

in range.

deceptive equipment.

Composite
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STEALTH: use of special radar absorbent

Kruse, A. (1996), Echolocation in the Bat. Model

materials, flat angular surface design and other

System in Neuroethology, December 1996.

techniques to minimise the amount of radiation
reflected to a radar installation, causing an

MacÍas, Silvio, Mora, Emanuel C. (2003)

aircraft or other vehicle to appear as a much

Variation Of Echolocation Calls Of Pteronotus

smaller signal or not at all.

Quadridens (Chiroptera: Mormoopidae)
In Cuba. Journal of Mammalogy, Vol. 84

TRACKING: the continuous monitoring of

Issue 4, pp 1428-1436.

range, velocity and position of a target in space
from a reference position.

Metzner, J. (1999) Tiger Moths: Arms Race.
http://www.pulseplanet.com/archive/Jul00/
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ABSTRACT
The Singapore Armed Forces (SAF) has been capitalising on
Modelling and Simulation (M&S) technologies for its simulation
and training systems since the early 1980s. The primary focus
in the initial years was on the training of soldiers, operators,
gunners, pilots and commanders as individuals, or as members
of combat teams.

Over the years, the SAF has forged ahead, harnessing M&S for
areas beyond training, including operational mission planning
and rehearsals, decision support, as well as test and evaluation.
In recent times, M&S has also become an essential technology
and tool for military experimentation.

This paper traces the evolution of M&S in the SAF, and provides
a view of the changing M&S landscape with each successive
wave of technology advancement.

It also provides

an assessment and forecast of the nature of M&S systems
in the future.

Victor Tay
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In the Singapore
Armed Forces
INTRODUCTION
The impetus for using Modelling and
Simulation (M&S) systems in many armies has
traditionally been driven by the need to
overcome various constraints, such as the lack
of training areas, rising costs in conducting
actual training and the fact that equipment
for training are sometimes unavailable. For
the Singapore Armed Forces (SAF), the situation
is no different.
In fact, the SAF faces even more acute
constraints in resource-scarce Singapore. After
all, the 'little red dot' measures just 699 square
kilometres1, faces falling birth rates2 and has
to grapple with issues affecting the region.
These have included the Asian financial crisis,
the "dot-com" bust and the SARS epidemic.
So what better way to overcome these
constraints than to employ M&S technologies
to conduct training in virtual space? With M&S
technologies advancing by leaps and bounds
over the last decade, such a solution is not only
increasingly viable as a key strategy for the
SAF; it has also become strategically
advantageous, enabling the SAF to turn
constraints into strengths.
Besides simply increasing the opportunities for
training and enhancing its quality and realism,
the SAF has also harnessed the power of M&S
for purposes beyond training. Specifically, the
technology has been capitalised on for
operations such as mission planning and
rehearsals, and decision support, and for test
and evaluation purposes.
More recently, arising from the need to
transform the SAF to meet new challenges in
the battlefield of the future, M&S has also
become an essential driver and indispensable
technology for military experimentation in the
support of force transformation.
This paper traces the evolution of M&S in
the SAF in three ways of development since
the 1980s.

Composite

THE FIRST WAVE The Embryonic Years
(1980s to early 1990s)
Early Achievements
The SAF's first foray into M&S began in the
early 1980s. This era of standalone simulations
was fuelled by the emergence of graphics and
Image Generator (IG) technologies, which
developed in tandem with the advancement
in computer and display technologies.
The maturity of two-dimensional (2D) graphics
enabled the development of the shore-based
Tactical Training Centre for the Republic of
Singapore Navy (RSN). Tactical scenarios were
simulated and presented in monochrome
2D graphical symbology to train ship
commanders in various tactical
decision-making situations.
Soon after, 3D IGs began to emerge. For the
first time, the real world could be replicated
graphically in a synthetic 3D environment to
a degree of realism acceptable for training.
This quickly led to the development and
delivery of various types of flight simulators
for the Republic of Singapore Air Force (RSAF)
to train pilots for its fleet of A4S and F5Es,
as well as the AS332 and AS550 helicopters.
For the Army, the Artillery Fire Control Training
System (AFCTS) was the first training system.
Delivered in 19833, the AFCTS was used to train
forward observers in call-for-fire and artillery
ranging procedures. The system comprised a
projection system made up of 11 slide projectors
to simulate and display the delivery and impact
of artillery fire.
The Army's first simulator to exploit 3D graphics
in a significant way was the Armour Tactical
Trainer (ATT). It was delivered in 1989 to train
armour commanders and gunners of the AMX13 tank in gunnery as well as crew coordination skills. Historically, the ATT marked
the beginning of a new era in 3D simulators
for the Army.
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generally standalone and single-purpose. Most
were focused on honing the psychomotor skills
of individual operators such as gunners and
pilots prior to 'live' training.

The principal technology driver of this first
wave of M&S systems was the emergence of
Graphics and IG technologies (Figure 1).

THE SECOND WAVE The Fledgling Years
(Mid 1990s to 2000)
The M&S industry matured considerably in the
1990s - the second wave. Spurred by the advent
of broadband networking, 'Distributed
Networked Simulation' was the rallying call,
and the focus shifted rapidly from standalone
training to team training and joint or
integrated warfare training.

Figure 1. Typical 3D Image Generated by IG
IGs then were 'custom-made' and proprietary
in nature. The run-time graphics software for
scene management and displays were uniquely
developed in-house by the few major
simulation system vendors or by niche IG
manufacturers.

The global simulation industry responded
with great enthusiasm. New technologies
and concepts soon emerged, enabling
geographically-separated simulators to be
networked for joint training in common
synthetic environments, as if they were a single
simulator. It was this era that gave birth to
distributed simulation protocols. In addition,

One popular model used, for instance, was
General Electric's (now Lockheed Martin)
CompuScene IG. This IG, which was utilised in
the ATT system, was huge, filling almost an
entire room (Figure 2).

Computer-Generated Force (CGF) technology
progressed, facilitating intelligent automated
behaviour of simulated entities that reduced
the need for large teams of exercise support
personnel to 'move the pieces'.

Vision for SAF Simulation 2000
Recognising the immense potential of M&S,
the SAF formulated and launched a major
programme called the Vision for SAF Simulation
2000 (VSS2000) in 1995 to capitalise on the
rapid M&S technology advancement.
VSS2000 envisaged the strategic use of SAF
Figure 2. Proprietary IG used in the ATT

simulators in three dimensions, i.e. Joint
Training, Operations, and Test and Evaluation
(T&E) (Figure 3). The main emphasis was on

Characterising the First Wave

joint training through integration at both the
systems level, i.e. simulation-simulation and

The first wave can be characterised by the
deployment of simulators, which were

Composite

simulation-operational systems integration,
and the Services level.
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TEST & EVALUATION
•

Comprehensive Operations
Evaluation & Development

TRAINING
•

Team Training at
Joint, Inter- and IntraService Levels

OPERATIONS
•
•

VSS2000

Enhanced Operations
Planning
Mission Rehearsal

The DTSS (Figure 5) is a full motion-based
driving simulator comprising eight Land Rover
stations and eight Iveco Truck stations.
It enables SAF drivers of these vehicles to learn
and master driving skills on various road
conditions, which include some of Singapore’s
local estates and terrain such as Ang Mo Kio,
Bukit Batok and Pulau Tekong. In addition,
all 16 stations are networked to provide
capability for convoy training in a common
virtual environment.

Figure 3. VSS2000 Thrusts
This ambitious programme resulted in a series
of major M&S implementations in the SAF from
the mid 1990s. In fact, the VSS2000 roadmap
saw the realisation of some ’first-of-its-kind’
training systems then, along with several
innovative M&S concepts.

Notable Achievements
The Army operationalised a constructive
wargaming system called SIMulation for LAnd
Battle (SIMLAB) (Figure 4), which facilitated
HQ command and staff training at different
command levels, from Battalion to Division.
Besides command-team training, the system
also proved to be a useful tool for exploratory
studies of different force structures, and for
evaluation of new platforms and weapon
systems.

Figure 4. SIMLAB
The other notable simulators that facilitated
integrated team training in the Army are the
Driver Training Simulation System (DTSS) and
the Armour Gunnery Tactical Simulator (AGTS).
Both were fielded in the late 1990s.

Composite

Figure 5. Driver Training Simulation System
The AGTS is another unique team-based
simulation system. Besides training soldiers in
individual gunnery skills, its six visual
crewstations are integrated to enable joint
tactical training at the combat team level. The
system also pioneered several new concepts.
For example, the simulator can be easily and
speedily reconfigured to support up to four
different armour platforms (including the SM1
and Bionix) through a unique ’roll-in/roll-out,
plug-and-play’ concept. Thus, depending on
specific exercise requirements, the desired
mix of armour platforms can be ’plugged’ into
the visual system cubicles (Figure 6) for
integrated training.
Another technological achievement of the
AGTS is its ability to simulate highly intelligent
friendly and enemy forces, which act and react
autonomously according to pre-defined tactics.
Powered by state-of-the-art CGF technology,
the system is able to simulate not only platforms
such as tanks and helicopters, but also
dismounted infantry soldiers. This greatly
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In another major milestone, the RSAF also took
delivery of a distributed Command and Control
(C2) simulator - the first two-sided wargaming
tool which enabled the RSAF to conduct
vertically-integrated C2 training from
headquarters and command centres down to

Figure 6. AGTS Crewstation rolled into a
Visual System Cubicle
reduces the need for additional manned
stations and personnel to support training
and exercises.
Technologically, the fielding of the AGTS was
a watershed for Army simulations as it
encapsulated many of the key M&S
technologies of this era: intelligent CGF,
networked training, common virtual
environments, reconfigurable, plug-and-play
concepts, and off-the-shelf IGs.
For the RSAF, several technological milestones
were also realised during this period. From
the A4SU Full Mission Simulator (FMS) with a
full-dome display (Figure 7) to the Air Traffic
Control Simulator with a 360-degree full
field-of-view panoramic 3D display system
(Figure 8), these simulators are a far cry from
the days of ’cut-out’ cockpits and toy aircraft
on model runways.

Figure 8. Air Traffic Control Simulator
the air bases. Notably, this was also the first
simulator to be fully integrated with real C2
systems. This was significant, as one of the
key thrusts of VSS2000 was to realise the ’trainas-you-fight’ paradigm where training is
conducted using actual operational equipment.
The advent of the Global Positioning System
(GPS) in the 1990s allowed for live training at
the force-on-force tactical level. This is known
as ’instrumentation’ in M&S parlance. The
RSAF implemented the world’s first ’rangeless’
Air Combat Manoeuvring Instrumentation
(ACMI) system. By capitalising on GPS and an
indigenous datalink, the ACMI erased the
boundaries imposed by a range-based system
(Figure 9). ACMI also pioneered the ’embedded
simulation’ concept for the SAF, where weapon
effects simulation was embedded on the actual
aircraft. This allowed pilots in real flight to
engage one another virtually, allowing the
training of tactical engagements to be
performed realistically yet safely.
With the success of ACMI, the technology was
quickly adapted for naval platforms for the
RSN. The system, called the Fleet Instrumented
Training System (FISTS), provided ’embedded
simulation’ capability with onboard operational
systems so that simulated training could be
carried out even as the ships sailed out to sea.

Figure 7. A4SU FMS

Composite
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architectures, as well as to further promote
the reuse of existing simulation assets. In 1996,
the US Department of Defense mandated HLA
as the new simulation networking standard
(Undersecretary of Defense for Acquisition and
Te c h n o l o g y M e m o r a n d u m , 1 9 9 6 ) .
Subsequently, HLA was also mandated under
VSS2000 in order to exploit emerging
commercial off-the-shelf (COTS) simulation
technologies better.
Figure 9. ACMI Conceptual View

With ’Integration by Design’ as the hallmark
of VSS2000, FISTS was also integrated with
ACMI to provide the first-of-its-kind integrated
training between the RSAF and the RSN
(Figure 10), taking embedded simulation and
joint training to the next level.

Technology Driver Networking Technologies
The second wave was fuelled by advances in
Simulation Networking Technologies. This
took the form of two main developments in
Distributed Interactive Simulation (DIS) and
High Level Architecture (HLA).
The origins of DIS can be traced back to 1983,
when the US Defense Advanced Research
Projects Agency (DARPA) sponsored the
SIMulation NETworking (SIMNET) programme
to create a new technology to expand singletask trainers into networked team trainers.
DIS established a common data exchange
environment by formalising protocols and
standards to support the interoperability of
heterogeneous, geographically-distributed
simulations (Defense Modelling and Simulation
Office, 1994).

Separately, the advances in Graphics
Technologies from the first wave continued
unabated, albeit with a shift in focus.
Proprietary IGs, for all their processing power
and might, soon became expensive for
decreasing budgets. They lost favour, and
their cause was not helped by the emergence
of workstation-based IGs. In particular, Silicon
Graphics soon became the darling of the
simulation industry with its brand of COTS IG
workstations (Figure 11). From the mid to late
1990s, SGI was the dominant IG supplier not
only for defence simulation applications, but
also the entertainment and scientific
communities at large. The SAF was a keen
user of SGI’s IG technology during this period,
with close to 10 simulators employing
SGI solutions.

Characterising the Second Wave
The second wave saw the transition from
standalone simulation to distributed, networked

DIS was the de facto networking standard in
the M&S community until the mid 1990s, when
a new standard called HLA emerged. Besides
adopting an object-oriented methodology and
publish-subscribe mechanism, HLA provided
an overall framework to facilitate the
Figure 10. ACMI-FISTS Conceptual View

Composite
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experimentation of new warfighting concepts
to meet the requirements of the 21st century.
New concepts and technologies can be
appropriately ’modelled’ and represented in
simulation for experiments configured and
conducted in a ’Synthetic Theatre of War’.
Such capability also permits inexpensive
evaluation of innovative concepts and
technologies to determine their operational
utility and payoffs prior to development,
fielding and implementation.

Figure 11. SGI Onyx(r) Visualisation Workstation
(Image courtesy of Silicon Graphics)

simulation in common synthetic environments,
aided by advances in networking technologies.
During this period, the SAF also implemented
many flagship simulation systems, and pioneered
new M&S concepts such as ’plug-and-play’,
’simulation-C2 interoperability’, and
’embedded simulation’.

THE THIRD WAVE -

Figure 12. VSS21 Thrusts

Soaring to Greater Heights
In the new millennium, the SAF is now on the
threshold of another wave of M&S evolution.

VSS21
The SAF and DSTA unveiled VSS21, a new M&S
masterplan in January 2001.
VSS21 continues to be anchored on the three
thrusts established in VSS2000 (Figure 12).
However, the key objective of VSS21 is to
exploit M&S for the purpose of force
development and modernisation through
experimentation under the Test and Evaluation
(T&E) dimension.
M&S-based experimentation will serve as an
objective platform to provide the digital
probing ground for testing and

Composite

Notwithstanding the emphasis on the T&E
dimension, VSS21 will also see the large-scale
implementation of the concepts pioneered
under VSS2000. In addition, technology
envelopes will continue to be pushed with
every M&S implementation, and several
initiatives are already underway.

New Initiatives
Underlining the importance of M&S-based
experimentation, the SAF set up the SAF Centre
for Military Experimentation (SCME) in
November 2003. Dubbed the ’key to the SAF
of the future’ by the Minister for Defence Teo
Chee Hean (The Straits Times, 2003), the
SCME will leverage M&S technologies and
tools to conduct experiments on new
warfighting concepts and innovative
technological capabilities.
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In the instrumentation domain, with the
ACMI and FISTS already operational, efforts
are now centred on fielding the Battlefield
Instrumentation system for the Army as well
as the possible instrumentation of the
RSAF’s Air Defence assets. The ultimate goal
is to integrate all these systems to realise
the objective of conducting tri-service and
inter-service training. These instrumentation
systems will allow the SAF to capture events
and data in the battlefield and provide a
good mechanism, in the form of after-action
reviews, for improving doctrinal procedures
and operational processes.
Another flagship of VSS21 will be the Air
Mission Trainer (AMT). A network of low-cost
pilot fly-boxes and mini-domes, the AMT will
further elevate the RSAF’s training realism.
Not only will pilots be able to rehearse their
combat missions to simulate the conditions
they will face, they will also be able to fight
while they train in simulated conditions. The
AMT will also provide the mechanism
supporting a fully-integrated environment
which can accommodate the full spectrum of
training - from the individual level up to
campaign level mission rehearsal, through
electronic links to the operational C2 systems.
Yet another flagship system belonging to the
Army will also be implemented under VSS21.
The Infantry Gunnery Tactical Simulator will
be a new generation, immersive virtual
simulation system which will train battalion
commanders and their principal staff officers
in battlefield planning, co-ordination and
execution skills.

Even then, new signs have already emerged
and the IG technology is again on the brink of
another change - from PC-IG ’boxes’ to PCgraphics cards. Again, in line with the faster,
cheaper, better, and COTS mantra, the SAF
and DSTA have already begun moving towards
PC-IGs, and where possible, PC graphics cards
(see Figure 13).
One of the direct benefits of the move towards
PC-based IGs is the attendant reduction in cost,
size and weight of systems. For example, the
visual capability provided by a compact PCbased IG today would have required a six-foot
tall rack of equipment a few years back. The
fall in price is equally dramatic. While a
compact, state-of-the-art PC-based IG can be
purchased for US$25,000 or less, the traditional
IGs of yesteryears would have cost US$250,000
or more (The Straits Times, 2003).
Composable Simulations - In the new era, not
only will there be greater proliferation of M&S,
there will also be ready access to M&S as a
service. This will be achieved primarily through
composable M&S architecture and standards
to promote the reuse of M&S models and
components. The impetus is to allow M&S
synthetic battlespaces to be configured rapidly
in a Lego-like fashion for the purpose of
experimentation and wargaming.
We have seen various initiatives in the US such
as the Defense Modeling
& Simulation Office’s
Composable Mission Space
Environment (CMSE)4, the
Models
Driven
Architecture (MDA)5 and

Technology Trends
Graphics Technology - Graphics technologies
will continue to grow at a relentless pace.
For example, SGI, for all its good work in the
1990s, has already been outpaced in recent
years by the emergence of a new class of
commodity PC-based graphics, commonly
referred to as PC-IGs, and the accelerated
advances in 3D graphics processor technology.

Composite

Figure 13. PC-based IG and PC Graphics Card
(Images Courtesy of Quantum3D(r) and nVidia(r))
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the Extensible M&S Framework (XMSF) 6 .
DSTA also embarked on JEWEL (Joint
M&S Environment for Wargaming and
Experimentation Labs) as the framework and
means to attain composable simulations
for the SAF (Figure 14).

The new M&S era will see applications
bridging the gap, together with the
infusion of computer game technologies into
military simulation, to attain the balance
of training value and fun.
Not only will such hybrid solutions continue

Convergence of Computer Game Technologies
and Military Simulation - Although military
simulation and computer games appear to
have a lot in common, they have traditionally
been developed very differently.
On one end of the spectrum is military
simulation where the focus is on complex
and realistic high fidelity simulation to
attain maximum learning transfer.
On the other end are low-cost games with
lower fidelity but highly compelling content
(though with PC graphics cards becoming more
powerful, PC games have demonstrated an
ever-increasing degree of realism). The focus
is on fun and entertainment through engaging
creative content.

to provide realistic training as desired, they
will also engage our soldiers in the emotive
domain where interest, thrill and excitement
are key elements.

This is what we call

Experiential Simulation. Studies have shown
that such applications can enhance learning
transfer (Wigforss, 2002).
Recognising this potential, DSTA has begun to
harness innovative technologies from the
entertainment industry as a supplement to
conventional military training methods. For
example, DSTA, together with the Army, has
adapted a military-themed COTS game called
Operation Flashpoint (OFP) for both training
and experimentation (Figure 15). The 3D
models depicting our soldiers, vehicles

73

Figure 14. JEWEL Framework
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Figure 15. Operation Flashpoint customised for SAF
as well as local terrain, were developed to
customise OFP for the SAF. The results and

COMING OF AGE

feedback from the soldiers have been positive
(Fong, 2005).

M&S in the SAF has evolved tremendously over
a short span of time.

From pioneering

In another development, DSTA and the

implementation by pushing the edge

Army also collaborated with the Institute for

through two decades of innovation, the SAF

Creative Technologies to custom build two

now stands on the brink of another evolution

new games, Full Spectrum Command and Full

in the new millennium. In short, M&S in the

Spectrum Leader (Figure 16). Targeted at

SAF has matured and looks set to be the key

company commanders and platoon

enabling technology for the 3G SAF and

commanders respectively, these games aim to

its transformation efforts.

train cognitive skills, tactical decision making,
resource management and adaptive thinking,
through realistic yet fun and entertaining

ENDNOTES

game-play. Both games are currently being
evaluated for their training effectiveness.
Other technologies from the computer game
industry such as creative storytelling

1 The area of Singapore is generated from
the Lot Base System based on the Cadastral
maps as at 8 January 2005.
(www.singstat.gov.sg.)

techniques and multi-player online games will
also be researched and adapted, if possible,
for suitable military application.

2 In 2002, there were 40,864 births, down from
41,451 births in 2001. There were 31,171
births in the first nine months of 2003, versus
33,618 in the same period last year.
( T h e S t r a i t s Ti m e s I n t e r a c t i v e ,
Government Exploring ’Total Solution’ to
Baby Shortfall, 15 December 2003)
3 Artillery
on
the
(www.mindef.gov.sg/army)

Figure 16. Full Spectrum Leader
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4 The goal of CMSE is to identify issues related
to composability to target the related efforts
and research that will lay the groundwork
for increased reuse and improved ability to
compose simulations more rapidly, flexibly,
and efficiently. (www.sisostds.org)
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ABSTRACT
Mobile Ad Hoc Networks (MANETs) refer to a class of wireless
networks that can be formed dynamically and randomly without
the need for infrastructural setups. Such networks are able to
adapt and reconfigure themselves on the fly according to node
mobility and changing network topologies. These characteristics
are particularly attractive to the military user due to the
inherent unpredictability of the tactical environment. MANET
technology has its roots in defence, having been developed
from military research efforts. This article presents an overview
of MANET technology, its key characteristics and how it can
be leveraged for the Third Generation Singapore Armed Forces.
Experience gained and lessons learnt from an experiment
initiated and funded by the Future Systems Directorate on
MANET are also discussed.
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INTRODUCTION
A Mobile Ad Hoc Network (MANET) is an
interconnected system of wireless nodes
which communicate over bandwidthconstrained wireless links. Each wireless node
can function as a sender, a receiver or a
router. When the node is a sender, it can
send messages to any specified destination
node through some route. As a receiver, it
can receive messages from other nodes.
When the node functions as a router, it can
relay the packet to the destination or next
router in the route. When necessary, each
node can buffer packets awaiting
transmission (He, 2003).
The nodes move randomly; hence at a given
point in time, an ad hoc network exists
between the nodes, giving rise to an arbitrary
network topology. MANETs can be
dynamically formed among any group of
wireless users and require no existing
infrastructure or configuration.

MANET CHARACTERISTICS
A MANET has several marked characteristics.
First, it does not have a centralised
infrastructure. It is unlike the traditional
mobile wireless networks in which base
stations, access points and servers have to
be deployed before the networks can be
used. Figure 1(a) illustrates how an
infrastructure-based wireless network would
operate1.

Instead, as shown in Figure 1(b), the ad hoc
network is decentralised, with all mobile
nodes functioning as routers and all wireless
devices being interconnected to one another.
Intuitively, this means that the MANET is
also a self-configuring network in which
network activities, including the discovery
of the topology and delivery of messages,
are executed by the nodes themselves.
The second characteristic of a MANET is that
it has a dynamic topology. Nodes are free
to move arbitrarily, causing the network
topology to change rapidly and
unpredictably over time. Alternative paths
are automatically found, after which data
packets are forwarded across the multi-hop
paths of the network. MANETs use various
routing mechanisms to accomplish this. This
is further elaborated in Annex A.
Thirdly, a MANET operates on bandwidthconstrained variable-capacity links. Wireless
links have significantly lower capacity than
hard-wired links. As such, a MANET has
relatively low bandwidth links, high bit error
rates, and unstable and asymmetric links.
This is in contrast to wired networks which
are characterised by high bandwidth links,
low bit error rates and stable and symmetric
links. One effect of having a low link capacity
is that congestion is typically the norm
rather than the exception (Corson and
Macker, 1999).
Fourthly, a MANET is often bound by energyconstrained operations (Corson and Macker,
1999). This is because its nodes are often
hand-held battery-powered devices. Since

(a) Infrastructure-based wireless network
Figure 1.

Composite

(b) Ad hoc wireless network
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the mobile nodes rely on these exhaustible
means for energy, power conservation is
important in a MANET system design.
Lastly, there is limited physical security.
Mobile wireless networks are more prone
to the physical security threats of
eavesdropping, interception, denial-ofservice and routing attacks as compared to
fixed-cable networks (Corson and Macker,
1999). Hence, security techniques have to
be applied to reduce these threats. Nodes
prefer to radiate as little power as necessary
and transmit as infrequently as possible. This
will decrease the probability of detection
and interception. In addition, the
decentralised nature of network control
will add robustness against failure as
opposed to the centralised networks.

LIMITATIONS OF MANETs
There is a current and future need for
dynamic ad hoc networking technology. This
highly adaptive networking technology,
however, still faces various limitations.

Throughput Drops with
More Hops

2

3

4

5

Figure 2. Multi-hop network
When link 1-2 is active, link 2-3 cannot be
active because a node cannot be transmitting
and receiving at the same time. Link 3-4 is
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also inactive because communication by node
3 may interfere with node 2 (Holland and
Vaidya, 2002). Thus, with more hops, there
are in turn more idle nodes, which reduces
the throughput.

Throughput Drops with
Increasing Mobility
Highly mobile nodes will result in more
overheads due to frequent topology changes.
This is because of the increase in the number
of routing packet transmissions due to the
need to determine new routes after route
failures. When the routing table is used,
each node keeps a list of all available
destinations as well as the number of hops
required to reach each destination. Changes
in the topology will be reflected in the
routing table. Any routing table changes are
relayed to all the other nodes. This imposes
a larger overhead on the overall network.
When the overhead is large, a lower
percentage of the packet goes towards
the transmission of data, resulting in a
lower throughput.

Delay

Nodes that are in the transmission range of
each other are able to send the data packets
directly. However, when the node needs to
send data to a non-neighbouring node, the
data packets will have to be sent through a
sequence of multiple hops, with the
intermediate nodes acting as routers. This
indicates an increase in the number of hops
taken. Throughput will decrease rapidly
when the number of hops is increased. This
can be explained using the four-hop network
illustrated in Figure 2.

1

M

Delay represents the average time duration
which a packet takes from the time it leaves
a source to the time it arrives at its
destination. As seen above, there is a need
to keep the nodes busy with the transmission
and receiving of packets in order to increase
the throughput of the network. This, in turn
will mean that the queue of each node is
always not empty, leading to a longer delay.

MILITARY APPLICATIONS
OF MANETs
The operating concept of the Third
Generation Singapore Armed Forces (3G SAF)
is characterised by fast operational tempos
and is hence subjected to dynamic topology
changes. The environment is dense and there
is usually no direct line of sight between
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military users who need to communicate.
Thus, a range extension is required for this
operating environment. Hence, in military
applications, rapid network formation,
extended operating range and survivability
are key requirements. Wired networking
requires base stations to be set up in the
correct locations. This is a task that is not
easily done or not applicable in hostile or
foreign environments. The network is also
vulnerable to failures, as the system will not
be usable if one or several base stations
are destroyed.
A MANET, on the other hand, can meet
military requirements in such environments.
In the distributed network architecture, all
the nodes are equipped with routing
capability. They are hence able to forward
information on behalf of other nodes,
resulting in multi-hop routes. The limitation
of having short radio transmission ranges is
hence overcome. Nodes are also easily added,
removed or relocated. The dynamics of a
MANET hold great promise for improving
the communication network and in turn
enhance the Integrated Knowledge-based
Command and Control capability of the SAF.

MANETs for the SAF
The SAF’s operating environment is
characterised by heavy vegetation and
increasing concentrations of built-up areas.
These present challenging obstacles for
communications as radio signals experience
blockages and fading as they are transmitted
through such terrain. While a MANET could
potentially mitigate some of these
undesirable effects through its inherent
dynamic routing and self-healing and
self-forming characteristics, a direct adoption
of the MANET concept for the SAF’s ground
troops is unlikely to yield very high returns.
This is because the MANET data path will
probably go through several hops in the
heavily shielded terrain, resulting in poor
overall network throughput and latency
performance. To overcome this, the vertical

Composite

(i.e. non-terrestrial) dimension, through the
use of an Airborne Communication Node
(ACN), needs to be exploited.
The ACN is essentially an airborne platform
that carries a communications payload to
perform communications and networking
relay functions2. The advantage of such a
platform is that it enjoys a high vantage point.
This increases the likelihood of having direct
LOS with ground nodes, grounding
connectivity across physical barriers that might
occur in wireless networks. Several ACNs may
be deployed in a network to provide a more
robust architecture. ACNs therefore form an
important complementary concept to
MANETs. This is shown in Figure 3.

ACN

MANETs

Figure 3. A MANET with ACN backbone

EXPERIMENT ON
MANET-ACN CONCEPT
This section describes an experiment initiated
by the Future Systems Directorate on the
MANET-ACN concept.

Two-tier Communications
Network Architecture
The network architecture focuses on two
types of wireless networks: intra-cluster
networking and inter-cluster networking.
Intra-cluster networking concentrates on
the connectivity for ground client terminals
that are within the air-to-ground
communications coverage of an air platform.
Inter-cluster networking concentrates on
the connectivity of ground client terminals
that are from different clusters. It relies on
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Figure 4. Two-tier communications architecture network configuration

the air-to-air communications backbone
radios to form a point-to-point, point-tomultipoint or mesh networks.
Figure 4 shows the two-tier communications
architecture with two separate radios to
provide the backbone connectivity and end
user connections. The two separate radios
for

air-to-air

and

air-to-ground

communications operate on different
frequency bands/channels and thus a higher

Air Platform
The air platform is required to hoist the
communications payload to an elevated
height. Possible air platforms include
unmanned aerial vehicles, remote-controlled
airships, blimps or helicopters, and tethered
balloons and blimps. For the purpose of
the experiment, tethered balloons were
used due to their low cost and ease
of deployment.

data throughput performance can
be achieved.

Results and Challenges

An omni-directional antenna is used for the

Initial trials showed that a data rate of
several megabits per second (Mbps) can be
delivered on the move with the MANETACN concept. Some of the key challenges
encountered during the experiment are
described below:

air-to-air communications to provide an allround coverage. This is necessary since the
air platforms can be deployed at any
location. For air-to-ground coverage, either
sectorised or omni-directional antennas can
be used.

MANET Radios
Different commercial off-the-shelf (COTS)
MANET radios were tested and assessed by
the team for deployment. These radios
incorporate various MANET protocols and
are based on the IEEE 802.11b/g or 802.11a
Wi-Fi standards for physical transmission. A
final radio configuration was selected and
integrated on the air platform.

Composite

The balloon platform, though relatively
easy to deploy, is susceptible to wind
conditions. Strong winds can sway the
balloon (and the antennas on board) in
unpredictable directions, creating havoc for
the stability of the wireless links. To
overcome this, a bigger balloon was used
to provide a larger effective uplift, improving
stability. The use of multiple anchor points
to hold down the balloon was explored.
The team also came up with an innovative
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method of securing the payload and antenna

design had to take these factors into account,

to minimise movement in strong wind

through the use of appropriate housing and

conditions. Lastly, an antenna with a wider

fans for better air circulation and heat

beamwidth was used to provide a larger

dissipation. The team is currently considering

tolerance for movement.

additional means of improving the
ventilation of the payload.

The antenna radiation patterns will
critically affect system performance. For
instance, the use of sectorised antennas for

CONCLUSION

the air-to-ground link would provide good
coverage for a limited range directly below

A MANET, with its inherent dynamic and

the balloon platform. On the other hand,

flexible architecture, demonstrates attractive

the use of omni-directional antennas for the

potential for military applications. It is able

same purpose would provide good

to overcome traditional communications

performance at further distances, but this

limitations through its automatic relaying

comes with a null zone (i.e. no/poor

and self-healing/forming features. Coupled

coverage) at certain locations near the

with the ACN concept incorporating one or

balloon. A careful balance needs to be struck

more airborne platforms, MANETs could be

in order to deliver optimal performance for

exploited to provide the 3G SAF with

the required operational scenario and

unprecedented communications reach and

requirements.

operational flexibility, especially in the lowechelon tactical environment. Other than

For local trials, there are limitations on

supporting traditional SAF military roles,

the permissible transmission power as well

MANETs, being "infrastructureless", can also

as the altitude of the tethered balloon. The
Infocomm Development Authority of
Singapore limits the permissible transmission
power of these radios while the Civil Aviation
Authority of Singapore limits the permissible
altitude of the tethered balloon. There are
also policy constraints from the Republic of
Singapore Air Force on when airborne
platforms can be deployed. The team
therefore had to conduct the trials within
these limitations. More extensive trials and

be leveraged for increasingly important
functions such as Operations Other Than
War, or OOTWA, in which quick deployability
is of prime concern.
In the commercial sector, developments in
MANETs are still ongoing. Emerging
technologies such as Multiple-Input MultipleOutput, or MIMO, and smart antennas can
be integrated within a MANET framework

experiments, both local and overseas, are

for an even more powerful networking

being planned to further evaluate and

experience. Experimentation will be the key

improve system performance.

to identifying, introducing and assimilating
such technologies for transforming SAF into

Because of the long hours of operation
under direct sunlight, there is the problem
of heat dissipation. Temperatures within the
payload increase significantly as heat builds
up. This leads to the overheating and
consequently the under-performance of
some of the COTS components. The payload

Composite

a 3G fighting force.
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ANNEX A: MANET
ROUTING PROTOCOLS
MANET nodes perform the routing functions
themselves. Due to the limited wireless
transmission range, the routing generally
consists of multiple hops. Therefore, the
nodes depend on one another to forward
packets to the destinations. The nature of
the networks places two fundamental
requirements on the routing protocols. First,
it has to be distributed. Secondly, since the
topology changes are frequent, it should
compute multiple, loop-free routes while
keeping the communication overheads to
a minimum.

When the routing information becomes
invalid quickly, there are many short-lived
routes that are being determined and not
used before they turn void. Hence, another
drawback resulting from the increased
mobility is the amount of traffic overhead
generated when evaluating these
unnecessary routes. This is especially
aggravated when the network size increases.
The fraction of the total control traffic that
consists of actual practical data is
further decreased.
Lastly, if the nodes transmit infrequently,
most of the routing information is deemed
redundant. The nodes, however, continue
to expend energy by continually updating
these unused entries in their routing tables

Based on route discovery time, MANET
routing protocols fall into two general
categories:
Proactive routing protocols
Reactive routing protocols
There is also a new class of routing protocols
known as the hybrid routing protocols, which
tries to encompass the advantages of both
the proactive and reactive routing protocols.

Proactive Routing Protocols
Proactive MANET protocols are table-driven
and will actively determine the layout of the
network. Through a regular exchange of
network topology packets between the
nodes of the network, a complete picture
of the network is maintained at every single
node. There is hence minimal delay in
determining the route to be taken. This is
especially important for time-critical traffic
(Scientific Research Corporation, 2004).
However, a drawback to a proactive MANET
of protocol is that the life span of a link is
significantly short. This phenomenon is
brought about by the increased mobility of
the nodes, which will render the routing
information in the table invalid quickly.

Composite

(Scientific Research Corporation, 2004). As
mentioned, energy conservation is very
important in a MANET system design. Hence,
this excessive expenditure of energy is
not desired.
Thus, proactive MANET protocols work best
in networks that have low node mobility or
where the nodes transmit data frequently.
Examples of proactive MANET protocols
include:
Optimised Link State Routing, or OLSR
Topology Broadcast based on Reverse Path
Forwarding, or TBRPF
Fish-eye State Routing, or FSR
Destination-Sequenced Distance Vector,
or DSDV
Landmark Routing Protocol, or LANMAR
Clusterhead Gateway Switch Routing
Protocol, or CGSR

Reactive Routing Protocols
Reactive MANET protocols only find a route
to the destination node when there is a need
to send data. The source node will start by
transmitting route requests throughout the
network. The sender will then wait for the
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destination node or an intermediate node
(that has a route to the destination) to
respond with a list of intermediate nodes
between the source and destination. This
is known as the global flood search, which
in turn brings about a significant delay
before the packet can be transmitted. It
also requires the transmission of a significant
amount of control traffic (Scientific Research
Corporation, 2004).
Thus, reactive MANET protocols are most
suited for networks with high node mobility
or where the nodes transmit data
infrequently.
Examples of reactive MANET protocols
include:
Ad Hoc On-Demand Distance Vector,
or AODV
Dynamic Source Routing, or DSR
Temporally Ordered Routing Algorithm,
or TORA

Hybrid Routing Protocols
Since proactive and reactive routing protocols
each work best in oppositely different
scenarios, there is good reason to develop
hybrid routing protocols, which use a mix
of both proactive and reactive routing
protocols. These hybrid protocols can be
used to find a balance between the proactive
and reactive protocols.
The basic idea behind hybrid routing
protocols is to use proactive routing
mechanisms in some areas of the network
at certain times and reactive routing for the
rest of the network. The proactive
operations are restricted to a small domain
in order to reduce the control overheads
and delays. The reactive routing protocols
are used for locating nodes outside this
domain, as this is more bandwidth-efficient
in a constantly changing network.
Examples of hybrid routing protocols include:

Composite

Cornell's Zone Routing Protocol (ZRP)
Scientific Research Corporation's Wireless
Ad hoc Routing Protocol (WARP) - based
on ZRP with additional enhancements for
Quality of Service, or QoS support
(MobileRouteTM)
The most recognised protocol among these
is the ZRP. In this protocol, the radius of
each node's local routing zone plays an
important part in determining the proactive
zone. The proactive routing protocol is used
to determine the topology within the radius
of the node. The reactive routing protocol
is then used to locate nodes outside the
radius of the node on demand.
The adjustment of the zone radius will allow
the protocol to adapt to different MANET
environments. A larger radius will favour
the proactive routing protocol, optimal for
slow-moving nodes or large amounts of
traffic (Scientific Research Corporation, 2004).
Consequently, a smaller zone radius will
favour the reactive protocol, which is optimal
for fast-moving nodes or small amounts
of traffic.
The WARP, on the other hand, constantly
updates all the active routes between the
nodes in the network. This is done using
routing tables and link-update propagations
(De Renesse and Aghvami, 2004). When
there are link breakages, the destination
may become unreachable. In this scenario,
WARP will use reactive protocols to find
alternative routes to break the deadlock.

ENDNOTES
1. ARC Communications Research Network.
A d
H o c
N e t w o r k s
(http://www.acorn.net.au/telecoms
/adhocnetworks/adhocnetworks.cfm).
2. DARPA. Airborne Communications Node
(ACN/AJCN). Advanced Technology Office
(http://www.darpa.mil/ato/
programs/ACN/).
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ABSTRACT
Maritime security is especially critical for countries like Singapore,
an island nation situated on one of the world's busiest shipping
routes, and whose economic prosperity is highly dependent on
international trade at its busy port, trans-shipment container
terminals, petrochemical complexes and other high-value units
located along its coastline. Recent incidents have brought into
focus the reality of asymmetric maritime terrorism and the
vulnerabilities of ports, waterways and shipping routes.
This article is extracted from the author's recent thesis, inspired
by similar work done in the area of air threat assessment. The
thesis adopts the ideas and techniques suggested for identifying
air threats and uses them in identifying asymmetric maritime
threats in a multi-agent system (MAS) for the relatively less
investigated but very important area of port and waterways
security.
The thesis also features a mock Vessel Traffic System - Command
and Control system to evaluate the MAS. Simulations of scenarios
with hostilities in the port of Singapore and surrounding
waterways test the ability of the models to identify the intent
of multiple simulated surface contacts by blending data and
information into integration networks. Expansion of the
integration networks can yield the intent identification process
of a surface contact used by the compound MAS. Face validation
by domain experts generated very encouraging results.

Oliver Tan
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Intent of Surface Contacts
in Ports and Waterways
BACKGROUND

the cruise centre, potentially shutting down the
waterways to the port. It is also possible for
terrorists to hijack a vessel and ram it against the

The Port of Singapore is one of the busiest in the

cruise centre, a container terminal or an oil refinery

world. It is the focal point of approximately 200

(Rohan, 2002). Deception and surprise are also

shipping routes that connect Singapore to more

tools used by maritime terrorists against naval

than 600 ports in 120 countries, and there are

ships. Even if a naval ship was fitted with long-

about 1,000 ships in the port at any time1 (Lewis,

range guns, a terrorist group can conduct a "wolf-

2002). A stone's throw away from the port is the

pack" attack where a cluster of terrorist craft

Singapore Cruise Centre, the cruise hub of the

simultaneously overwhelms a target craft from

Asia-Pacific for passenger liners as well as regional

multiple directions (Rohan, 2002).

and domestic ferries1. Located on nearby offshore
islands are oil terminals and refineries managed
by many multi-national petroleum companies2.
Each day, hundreds of vessels of all sizes, ranging
from small dinghies and bum-boats to large cruise
liners and oil tankers, traverse the deep but narrow
band of sea surrounding the island3. The Maritime
Port Authority of Singapore (MPA) is responsible
for overseeing and monitoring the vessel
movements in the sea-lanes, ensuring navigational
safety in the port and managing the marine
environment around the island4 .
The defence of Singapore Territorial Waters (STW)
against potential sea threats lies in the hands of
the Singapore Police Coast Guard (PCG) and the
Republic of Singapore Navy (RSN). Both agencies
work together to combat and deter sea robberies,
piracy and hijacks5. Although well guarded by
the PCG and RSN, the waters around STW remain

EFFORTS TO ENHANCE
INTERNATIONAL
MARITIME SECURITY
In November 2001, the International Maritime
Organisation (IMO) Assembly adopted a resolution
to develop appropriate measures to enhance
maritime security in order to preclude a terrorist
attack from the sea. In December 2002, the IMO
adopted new maritime security measures that
included amendments to the 1974 Convention of
Safety of Life at Sea (SOLAS 74) as well as a new
mandatory International Ships and Port Facilities
Security (ISPS) Code (Englebert, 2003). Some of
the amendments that have already been adopted
or extended by the MPA include:
• The installation of shipboard Automatic
Identification Systems (AIS) (Maritime and Port

vulnerable. The Straits of Malacca has received

Authority of Singapore, 2003a; International

much attention for attacks against vessels at sea

Maritime Organisation, 2001)

(Davis, 2004). However, in terms of relative risk,
it is less dangerous than the zone east of Bintan
Island. Bintan and neighbouring Batam Island, a
free-trade zone that is just outside the STW, have

• The equipment of silent ship-to-shore security
alert systems (Maritime and Port Authority of
Singapore, 2004a)

long been recognised as venues where organised

• The request for information related to ship

crime syndicates and pirate gangs meet, do

security that a ship may be required to provide

business and plan major attacks (Davis, 2004). In

prior to entering the port as well as an initial

these waters, ships are like "sitting ducks" as they

inspection of the ship when in the port

tend to concentrate and slow as they approach

(Maritime and Port Authority of Singapore,

the Straits of Singapore (Davis, 2004).

2003b)
• The need for vessels to maintain a continuous

Composite

The types of maritime threats and the ways they

record of registration, ownership and other

can be executed are numerous and unpredictable.

information that can be used by port control

For example, terrorists on a perfectly legitimate

officers to assess any security risk (Maritime

cruise liner can scuttle it when it is approaching

and Port Authority of Singapore, 2004b)
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• The extension of the ISPS Code to include

air-threat assessment (Ozkan, 2004).

mandatory compliance by small vessels and

The simulation system incorporated the idea of

harbour craft that operate solely within the

conceptual blending (Giles and Turner, 2002)

port limits (Maritime and Port Authority of

together with the research by Amori on a multi-

Singapore, 2004c)

agent system for adversarial plan recognition
(Amori, 1992) and Liebhaber's study on airborne

A MULTI-AGENT SYSTEM
FOR SURFACE CONTACT
INTENT TRACKING
The three main agencies that provide surveillance
of the waters around Singapore are the MPA,
PCG and RSN. As they focused on different areas
and regions, it is therefore possible for each agency
to develop different surveillance blind spots.
A composite surveillance picture may help to
mitigate the effects of the surveillance blind spots
for each agency. Many information and
intelligence sources contribute to a composite
surveillance picture. Some important information
sources include the Port Traffic Management
System (PTMS) and the Vessel Traffic Information
System (VTIS) that are used to manage vessel
traffic in harbours and waterways6.

threat assessment (Liebhaber and Smith, 1999),
to build a model that is capable of predicting the
intent of air tracks. Besides predicting track intent,
the system was also able to identify co-ordinated
activities between air tracks.
Together with ideas from Liebhaber's preliminary
research in surface warfare threat assessment
(Liebhaber and Feher, 2002), a MAS for threat
assessment can be applied in the domain of surface
contact intent tracking. The MAS can sieve through
hundreds of surface contacts in a composite
surveillance picture and highlight any suspicious
or potentially hostile tracks. The MAS integrates
rules, track attributes and threat assessment cues
into intent models. It also uses information
provided under the new amendments to the
SOLAS convention (Engelbert, 2003). These include
the shipboard AIS, registries of vessel registration,

However, with a monthly record of almost 11,000

vessel ownership, cargo manifests, and vessel

vessel arrivals into the Port of Singapore3, and

transit schedules. All surface contacts that are

many more unrecorded smaller leisure and fishing

within the port and STW are also monitored by

vessels, the number of surface contacts presented

the MAS for suspicious behaviour. Such behaviour

on a common composite surveillance picture is

may include loitering, violations of international

still overwhelming. It would be very difficult for

navigation rules, encroachment into

port control officers to identify surface contacts

restricted areas, aggressive manoeuvres

with mischievous or potentially hostile intention

and even unusual co-ordinated activities among

before they strike. Furthermore, knowing the

surface contacts.

identity of surface contacts is
insufficient for discovering
potential incoming threats to
civilian or military craft.
The idea of using a multiagent system (MAS) for the
identification of potentially
hostile behaviour and
potential threats in ports and

89

waterways is inspired by
Ozkan's work in an
autonomous agent-based
simulation system for

Composite

Figure 1. The nested MAS inside each track agent
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THE MULTI-LAYERED
ANATOMY OF A
TRACK AGENT

b. TSS Heading Violation Agent
A TSS is a sealane with a predefined traffic
direction that has been designated by a Vessel
Traffic Service operating in a harbour. Under
Rule 10 of the International Navigation Rules

Every surface contact is represented by a track
agent in the MAS. Each of these track agents also
contains another MAS so the overall system can
be considered a compound MAS. The layered
agent architecture nested inside every track agent
is shown in Figure 1. There are four layers of
agents working in tandem. Information
propagates upwards from the lower layers. The
information may be processed further to infer
more information about a track and the new
information is also propagated upwards. Finally,
the topmost layer consists of intent agents that
decide the current intent of a track.

1. The Layer of Track Data Agents
The lowest level consists of purely reactive data
agents, also known as "data tickets". Their
primary function is to act like an interface to
the outside world and to carry track data from
the outside world into the internal MAS
environment where all the other agents reside.
The cognitive agent layer above will use the
information provided by this layer of track
data agents.

formalised by the IMO at the Convention on
the International Regulations for Preventing
Collisions at Sea 1972 (72COLREGS), "a track
using a traffic separation scheme shall proceed
in the appropriate traffic lane in the general
direction of traffic flow for that lane"8. If the
MAS finds a track violating the traffic direction
of a TSS, a TSS heading violation occurs.
c. Speed Violation Agents
Rule 6 of the 72COLREGS states that "every
vessel shall at all times proceed at a safe speed
so that she can take proper and effective action
to avoid collision and be stopped within a
distance appropriate to the prevailing
circumstances and conditions"8. Safe speed is
also related to the "manoeuvrability of the
vessel with special reference to stopping
distance and turning ability"8.
A TSS may have minimum and maximum speed
limits that tracks travelling inside a TSS are
expected to comply with for prudent
seamanship. There can also be minimum and

2. The Layer of Cognitive Agents

maximum speed limits defined for other

The cognitive agents use the information
provided by the lower level of data agents to
make inferences to discover if a track is

designated areas e.g. in a harbour where there

- in a special area like a traffic separation
scheme (TSS) or restricted area

limits defined in these areas. Besides pre-

- violating any rules or travelling in a
dangerous or atypical manner

MAS also checks for speed limits defined for

is high traffic density. A speed violation occurs
when a track fails to comply with the speed
defined speed limits for designated areas, the
different track types. Different track types can
have different maximum speed limit thresholds.

a. The Location Agent
The Location Agent uses the track's current
position to decide whether the track is inside
a special area e.g. in a TSS, or inside a restricted
zone where rules on track type, speed, activity
and other track attributes may apply. This is
achieved by investigating user-defined locations
and sizes of the TSSs and restricted zones.

If a track is found to be travelling at an
atypically excessive speed based on
its track type, the system detects a speed
threshold violation.
d. Security Zone Violation Agent
Cruise liners, tankers, ferries, military craft are
examples of High Value Units (HVUs). The
MAS will help monitor for potentially hostile
intent against these HVUs by encircling them
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with user-defined security zones (Department
of Homeland Security and United States Coast
Guard, 2003a; Department of Homeland
Security and United States Coast Guard, 2003b).
Only certain types of pre-defined tracks such
as PCG craft may be allowed within these
security zones. Each security zone is associated
with an alert time which can be considered as
a user-defined time required by a HVU to
respond when another track encroaches into
one of its security zones. As HVUs move, the
MAS continuously monitors the Closest Point
of Approach (CPA) and Time to CPA (TCPA) of
other tracks around it. When an unauthorised
track has a CPA that falls within a security zone
of a HVU and its TCPA is less than the Alert
Time defined for the zone, a security zone
violation occurs, as shown in Figure 2. Security
zones can also be defined for static HVUs e.g.
military installations, oil refineries, ferry
terminals that may be located near or on
the coast.

TRACK VIOLATIONS
AND COGNITIVE
BLENDING OPERATIONS
The theory of conceptual blending is one
possible explanation for how humans are able
to think, give meaning to external information
and events, compressing the information into
integrated networks and eventually learning
and gaining experience. Conceptual blending
is a set of mental operations for combining
cognitive models in a network of discrete
mental spaces. Mental spaces are connected
to long-term schematic knowledge called
"frames" such as the frame of sailing inside
a maritime TSS, and to long-term specific
knowledge such as a memory of an event such
as past track incursions into ATBA zones.
Within the mental spaces are elements of
these types of knowledge that are structured
by frames (Giles and Turner, 2002). A critical
aspect of conceptual blending is the finding
of relations between the mental spaces that
lead to the blend. The theory calls these allimportant relations "vital relations". The links
between input mental spaces, known as
"outer-space" links can be compressed into
relations, known as "inner-space" relations,
inside the blend itself (Giles and Turner, 2002).

Figure 2. Security Zone Violation
e. Area-To-Be-Avoided Violation Agent
An Area-To-Be-Avoided (ATBA) is defined by
the IMO as "an area that all ships or certain
classes of ships should avoid because navigation
is particularly hazardous or it is exceptionally
important to avoid casualties within the area”
(Department of Commerce and National
Oceanic Atmosphonic Adminstration, 2002).
ATBAs may also be defined near restricted
areas, such as oil refineries and military
installations. Only certain types of tracks and
track activities may be allowed within these
ATBAs. The MAS detects an ATBA violation
when an unauthorised track intrudes into
an ATBA.

Composite

Figure 3. An example of a Security Zone
Violation Blend
For example, a Security Zone Violation agent,
through the integration of track data, rules
and regulations of the VTS and other userdefined information, uses conceptual blending
operations to discover track violations.
A track's CPA and TCPA from an input mental
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space for a track is connected, through Distance
and Time Vital Relations, to another input
mental space representing the definition of a
security zone and the corresponding alert time
around a HVU, as shown in Figure 3. Note
that the input mental space of a track contains
other information besides CPA and TCPA. A
generic mental space is required to guide the
selective projection of the relevant information
into the blended space. In this case, the
Violation agent provides the generic space. It
contains the rules regarding the conditions
that constitute a security zone violation.
The communication and co-ordination among
many different agents in the nested MAS is
achieved using the Connector-based Multiagent Simulation Library (CMAS) developed
by John Hiles and his team at the US Naval
Postgraduate School (Naval Postgraduate
School, 2004a). The basic elements for agent
communication and control within the CMAS
framework are connectors. The agents use
these connectors to externalise portions of
their internal states into the multi-agent
environment. Connectors are like plugs and
receptacles that can be extended or retracted
as shown in Figure 4. Signalling and
co-ordination between the two agents occurs

when there are matching pairs of plugreceptacle connectors and they get connected.
The Security Zone Violation agent extends
queries (receptacles) into the MAS environment
for track data that is specified in the generic
space, as shown in Figure 5. The relevant track
data agents or data tickets respond to the
queries, if their connectors are extended, by
plugging their connectors into the
corresponding receptacles and transfering the
required information to the Violation agent.
Based on the track's current position, speed
and heading, its CPA and TCPA to surrounding
HVUs are calculated by the Violation agent.

Figure 6. Example of an ATBA Zone Track Activity
Violation Blend

Finally, a blended space representing a
security zone violation is formed by the
inference based, in this case, on the computed
CPA and TCPA information projected from the
input mental spaces, as shown in Figure 3. The
Security Zone Violation Agent spawns the
Security Zone Violation blend. The blend can
be considered a simple reactive agent.
Figure 4. Connectors for agent communication
and co-ordination

Figure 5. Using connectors to query for track data

Composite

Another example of how cognitive
blending operation is used to detect an ATBA
Zone Track Activity Violation is shown in
Figure 6. This case generates an ATBA Zone
Track Activity Violation blend. These violation
blends, together with other violation blends,
form an intermediate layer of simple reactive
agents that work with the topmost layer of
intent agents.
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Figure 7. The nested MAS inside each intent agent

THE ANATOMY OF
AN INTENT AGENT
The top layer of agents of the nested MAS
environment inside a track agent comprises
intent agents. There are four intent agents:
Friendly, Neutral, Potentially Hostile, and
Unknown. Each of these intent agents uses a
family of "helper" agents as shown in Figure
7. The intent agents use information provided
by agents from the lower layers. This
information includes track location, violations,
origin, flag, and existence of voice
communication with the track, among
other indicators.
The family of weighting agents is responsible
for obtaining and giving significance to the
information, using connectors provided by the
CMAS library, from the lower layers of data
agents and blends. Note that there is a one-

to-one relationship between a weighting agent
and a data agent or blend, as shown in
Figure 8. The weighting agents then forward
information received to a Weighting Strategy.
The Weighting Strategy defines the intent
model i.e. Friendly, Neutral, Potentially Hostile,
Unknown, represented by the intent agent.
The Weighting Strategy assigns user-defined
weights to each piece of track information
that the weighting agents receive, similar to
the Threat Level Change Ratings scheme
identified from the study of the surface warfare
threat assessment process by Liebhaber
and Feher (Liebhaber and Feher, 2002).
The Weighting Strategy associated with each
intent model has a unique set of weights.
When new information about a track is
available from the weighting agents, all the
Weighting Strategies compute a revised score
using its own set of weights for the new
information. Effectively, the intent models
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Figure 8. Interaction between the weighting agents and other agents
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Figure 9. MAS environment of regional and track agents
compete, and the one with the highest score
represents the current intent of the track.
The MAS also supports a five-level threat
advisory system, similar to the Maritime Security
Levels enacted by the US Coast Guard (Poulin,
2003). By defining a threat level for the MAS,
a Maritime Security (MARSEC) weighting agent
inside every track agent heightens or lowers
the alertness of the system by causing the
weighting strategies to apply appropriate
biases to the intent agents.

THE REGIONAL AGENT
LAYER
A track agent appears as a single agent that
exists in another external MAS environment.

In this external MAS environment, there is a
layer of regional agents that monitor the
behaviour of all the track agents, as shown
in Figure 9.
Currently, two types of regional agents detect
coordinated behaviour that resembles an
impending swarm or a "wolf-pack" attack on
a HVU, a common maritime terrorist tactic
(Rohan and Chalke, 2002). Swarm Detection
agents compare the Security Zone Violation
blends generated by the track agents. If there
are several similar violation blends by different
tracks against the same HVU, the regional
agent produces a Swarm Detection blend,
shown in Figure 10. This blend signals the
weighting strategies of the track agents
suspected of participating in a coordinated

Figure 10. Example of a Swarm Detection Blend
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attack. The weighting strategies then use the
new information to revise the intent of the
track agents involved in the co-ordinated
attack.

Figure 12. The systems architecture of the VTS-C2 system
Figure 11. The VTS-C2 MAS

VERIFICATION, VALIDATION,
AND EXPERIMENTATION
To test its effectiveness, the compound MAS
is integrated into a mock Vessel Traffic SystemCommand and Control (VTS-C2) simulation
system, enabling assessment of various
scenarios incorporating hostility that may exist
in a harbour or surrounding waterways. Several
validation sessions are conducted with maritime
domain experts. The MAS and the intent
models are evaluated for their effectiveness
in meeting the objectives of the system.
A screen snapshot of the mock VTS-C2 with
the integrated MAS is shown in Figure 11.
The corresponding system architecture of the
mock VTS-C2 MAS is shown in Figure 12.
The compound MAS is the heart of the
entire system.
The user can specify the weights used by the
various weighting strategies using one of
several weight tables shown in Figure 13.
These weight tables also include the bias
settings, based on the MARSEC level setting,
which the weighting strategies apply on the
weights. The values of the weights and biases
underlie the weighted scores computed by the
competing intent models and therefore
predicate the deduced intent of the surface
contacts. It is also possible to set additional
agent threshold parameters that the cognitive

Composite

agents use to detect security zone violations
and coordinated attacks, as shown in
Figure 14. This allows for some fine-tuning on
the frequency and quantity of the violation
blends produced by the cognitive agents.
The MAS reports computed intents of surface
contacts through intent score graphs, shown
in Figure 15. The user is also able to get more
information on how the scores are computed
through a corresponding set of tables shown
in Figure 16. The top table shows aggregated
weighted scores of the intent models within
track agents representing each surface contact
and the bottom table shows the breakdown
of the aggregate scores into score updates and
the reasons for the updates. These detailed
breakdowns represent important
decompressions of integration networks
comprising information spaces of different
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Figure 13. Weights and biases set-up screen
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Figure 14. Agent threshold parameters set-up screen

entities (tracks, TSSs, ATBAs, security zones)
and blends produced by the cognitive agents.
This feature of the MAS helps the user
understand how track intent is deduced by
the system.
The general consensus among the participants
of the validation session is that the MAS is a
great advancement in decision aids using
compound MAS. It can be a very useful system
for monitoring movement in busy ports and
waterways and alerting decision-makers to
potentially hostile activity. They agreed on
the importance of monitoring all surface
contacts, security zones of HVUs and restricted
areas. However, there are also concerns that
despite the large amount of information that

Figure 15. Intent score graph

Figure 16. Breakdown of aggregated intent score

the system is able to process, there will still be

The domain experts also agree that the system

an overwhelming information glut.

is a good "proof of concept" that demonstrates
how a decision support tool can help the

With regards to ensuring that vessels comply

decision maker identify suspicious or potentially

with the safety and security rules of the port

hostile surface contacts. It is important to note

and waterways, the domain experts agreed

that system performance is highly dependent

that the MAS has met this requirement

on the accuracy and reliability of information

satisfactorily. However, the possible false

and intelligence, a point made by some domain

alarms that may arise during heavy traffic

experts during the validation sessions.

conditions in the Port of Singapore may be

Although the MAS uses information that may

compounded by the clutter caused by non-

be obtained automatically from the ship-borne

moving surface contacts located in many areas

Automatic Identification System (AIS), it may

in the congested STW. However, it is important

also be important to explicitly consider how

to note that false alarms are better than no

to interpret the presence or absence of an AIS

alarms. The domain experts advised that the

with respect to the threat level posed by a

weights used by the system have to be

surface contact.

calibrated carefully in order to minimise the
number of false alarms.
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RECOMMENDATIONS
Before the MAS can be used as a decision
support tool, it needs to be verified that the
MAS works well in real traffic situations in the
waters of Singapore. Objective measures for
verifying system performance may include:
• the number of Type I errors (false negatives)
• the number of Type II errors (false positives)
• the time taken by the system to identify
hostilities compared to a decision-maker
• the amount of lead time the system is able
to provide in situations of impending
hostilities
• the number of factors that the system can
process as compared to a human operator.
The MAS can also be further enhanced with
the capability to detect more atypical track
behaviour or manoeuvres such as:
• concealment or evasion from PCG/
military vessels.
• suspicious course changes by monitoring for
course/heading of a track in more detail,
for example, in terms of Steady and
closing/opening or Turn to closing/opening
to discover if the track is changing its course
frequently to "hug" a nearby HVU.
A noted drawback of the current system is that
once a track has been considered as potentially
hostile, the system will not modify its
designation of the track's intent i.e. the system
will neither forgive nor forget the track's
behaviour and violations. A future
enhancement can allow the system to use a
decaying intent weighting strategy that allows
the gradual readjustment of track designations
over a specified time constant.
The agents in the current MAS are considered
"passive" consumers of information that is fed
into the system. It is possible that agents can
be proactive in automatically searching for
more track information, i.e. form a paper trail
from information sources such as databases of

Composite

ship registration, sail plans, Offshore Advance
reports, recent inspections or boardings,
cargo/passenger manifests, etc. The system
can also use context-specific intelligence based
on track attributes to identify and focus on a
vessel of interest. The cognitive agents can also
act as proxies to external decision support
services such as rule-based systems and
fusion engines.

CONCLUSION
The research and work done in the MAS is
timely. There is increased focus on global
maritime surveillance, with the priorities placed
on global maritime intelligence integration
and global awareness of civil maritime activities.
Preliminary validation results of the surface
contact intent models and their usefulness in
threat identification for maritime security are
very encouraging. The models can be refined
and integrated into an existing decision support
system or be the basis of a future one for
maritime security. Ultimately, it is hoped that
the efforts and results of this research can be
used to enhance the security of Singapore’s
sea lines of communication.

ENDNOTES
1. Maritime and Port Authority of Singapore
The
Port
of
Singapore.
h t t p : / / w w w . m p a . g o v. s g / a b o u t m p a
/portofsg/port.htm
2. M a r i t i m e a n d P o r t A u t h o r i t y o f
Singapore - Achievements and Awards.
h t t p : / / w w w . m p a . g o v. s g / h o m e p a g e
/achieve.html
3. M a r i t i m e a n d P o r t A u t h o r i t y o f
Singapore
Port
Statistics.
h t t p : / / w w w . m p a . g o v. s g / h o m e p a g e
/portstats html
4. M a r i t i m e a n d P o r t A u t h o r i t y o f
S i n g a p o r e - R o l e s o f t h e M PA .
h t t p : / / w w w . m p a . g o v. s g / h o m e p a g e
/roles.html
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ABSTRACT
The Ammunition Process Facility in Singapore will be used for
the inspection, testing and maintenance of tri-service ordnance
systems for the Singapore Armed Forces. Due to the hazardous
nature of the activities at this facility, a quantitative risk-based
system safety assessment was conducted to evaluate the
inherent individual and collective fatal risks to humans
associated with the handling of ammunition in the facility.
This paper outlines the methodology undertaken and
conclusions drawn from the situational safety assessment based
on location, infrastructure, ordnance, equipment, personnel
and activity workflow. The findings from this quantitative risk
assessment are also used to focus subsequent facility system
safety efforts on achieving a comprehensive risk assessment
and evaluation.
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System Safety Assessment for
Ammunition Process Facility
INTRODUCTION
The Ammunition Process Facility (APF) in
Singapore, when completed, will be used for
the maintenance and testing of tri-service
ordnance of the Singapore Armed Forces (SAF).
DSTA is responsible for the development and
construction of the APF. In consideration of
the potential operational and explosive hazards
at the facility, DSTA decided to conduct a
quantitative risk-based system safety
assessment with technical consultancy from
Swiss-based Bienz, Kummer & Partner Ltd
(BK&P). For three decades, this risk-based safety
concept (Swiss Department of Defence, 1991)
has been adopted by the Swiss military in its
handling of ammunition and explosives. The
objectives of this assessment for the APF were
two-fold: to validate the engineering and
explosive safety designs of the facility, and to
assess the quantitative risks associated with
its operations.

APPROACH
The scope of this assessment addressed the six
important elements of the facility (herein
referred to as the system), namely the location,

infrastructure, ordnance, equipment, personnel
and procedures/workflow. Though distinct,
these elements were interfaced and assessed
concurrently by first identifying the five primary
ordnance systems that would be processed at
this facility, and then assessing the quantitative
risks based on location-specific activities or
situations. A thorough data collection was
done to gather relevant information from
various stakeholders, such as the designers and
engineers developing the facility, as well as
the military users and ordnance experts who
would subsequently be operating the facility.
Figure 1 shows the integration of the six system
elements and the three-tier steps adopted in
the assessment.

DATA COLLECTION
Location
A schematic layout of the APF is shown in
Figure 2. Each of the two zones (A and B)
consisted of a test cell, a control room, a
preparation area, as well as other
administrative and utility rooms. As the APF
was sited at a disused granite quarry, the data
collected for this system element can be further
subdivided into three categories: (1) the
physical footprint of the APF (2) the
surroundings within the quarry and (3) the
surroundings outside the quarry. Other than
detailed locations of surrounding buildings
and roads, the analysis sought the description
of activities as well as the density of personnel
and vehicle flow.

Figure 2 - Schematic layout of the APF
Figure 1 - Integration of six system elements
and the three-tier steps in the data collection
and risk analysis
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Infrastructure

Procedures/Workflow

With the same location categorisation,
infrastructure information on the APF and its
surrounding buildings were collected. This
included their functions with regards to both
work processes and protection against
explosion effects, the type of building
construction (e.g. reinforced concrete or steelframed), the presence of any hazardous
materials or unique building systems, such as
blast doors, fire protection system and electrical
equipment classification based on JSP 482
Standards1 (UK Ministry of Defence, 2004). For
the APF, the 'net explosive quantity' (NEQ) for
its functional areas was also recorded.

As explained in Figure 1, the procedures/
workflow information collected were based
on the normal operational activities of the five
primary ordnance systems that would be
processed at the facility, and this information
was further categorised by locations, where
the number of personnel, and the nature and
duration of activities were recorded.

Ordnance
Five primary ordnance systems (T1-T5) with
the highest NEQ were selected for the
assessment. Other necessary information
included the hazard classification (i.e. hazard
division and compatibility group) according to
the NATO Allied Ammunition Storage and
Transport Publications (AASTP) Standards2
(North Atlantic Treaty Organisation, 2003),
ordnance characteristics and packaging, as well
as their utilisation (i.e. exposure) rates.

QUANTITATIVE RISK
ANALYSIS
After data collection, the quantitative risks
were evaluated through four systematic
procedures: (1) event analysis, (2) effect analysis,
(3) exposure analysis and (4) risk calculation,
as illustrated in Figure 3.

Equipment
This information included infrastructure-related
equipment such as cranes, compressed air
systems, as well as mechanical handling
equipment and ordnance transport vehicles,
either diesel- or battery-operated, that would
be used under normal operations at the facility.

Personnel
The number and locations of personnel
operating within the facility and in its
surroundings are important in evaluating the
hazard exposure rates and subsequently the
individual and collective personnel risks. In this
assessment, the quantitative fatal risks were
calculated with a distinction made for "directly
involved personnel" (i.e. working with or
handling the ordnance inside the APF) and
"indirectly involved personnel" (i.e. other
military users in the vicinity). The public or
third party was not considered explicitly in the
exposure assessment due to the presence of a
large out-of-bounds sterilisation area around
the facility.

Composite

Figure 3 - Risk calculation procedures

Event Analysis
Event analysis identifies the list of hazardous
incidents which may occur due to relevant,
multi-fold reasons involving infrastructure,
ordnance, equipment and procedures
prescribed to location, decisive quantities of
explosives, nature of activity, and the activity’s
duration and basic frequency. Table 1 illustrates
a sample event list for some randomly
chosen ordnance.
Due to the confidentiality of the ordnance
data, the maximum NEQs were assumed as the
effect-wise decisive quantity of the highly
explosive TNT (QTNT). The possibilities of
explosion propagation were assessed according
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Table 1 - Event Analysis: Sample list of decisive events for ordnance T1
to the layout, geometry and design of the
facility. The basic frequencies or probabilities
(see Table 1) were determined based on BK&P's
Basic Frequency Rate System, which tabulates
a database of event probabilities from a
combination of statistical, analytical and
experiential approaches (Bienz, Willi and
Nussbaumer, 2004). The Basic Frequency used
in Table 1 defines one year as 8766 hours.

Effect Analysis
The general risk-relevant effects associated
with an explosion are airblast, debris and
fragments, ground shock, fire and heat. The
dangerous effects of the possible events
(analysed earlier) to personnel in the facility
and the surroundings were determined based
on current technical knowledge about
such effects.
These effects or consequences were normalised
in terms of lethality rates for three locations:

Table 2 - Donor Zone of APF

Table 3 - Acceptor Zone

Table 4 - Outside APF

Composite

(1) the donor zone in the APF, where the
hazardous events might take place (2) the
acceptor zone, which refers to neighbouring
or adjacent parts of the APF that had been
designed to withstand such explosion effects
(3) the surroundings of the APF within and
outside the quarry. In all three locations, the
lethality rates are dependent mainly on
NEQ/QTNT and the distance from the donor
zone. For locations (1) and (2), the presence of
barriers or doors separating the donor and
acceptor zones as well as their opening/closing
concept were considered. For location (3), the
lethality rates were based on the assumption
that all personnel were exposed in open air,
and hence the effect of debris throw was
dominant and taken into account. Tables 2-4
show the lethality rates resulting from all
relevant effects used in the effect analysis (Bienz,
Willi and Nussbaumer, 2004).

Exposure Analysis
The actual number of victims resulting from
the explosion effects depends not only on the
lethality of the effects but also the exposure
rates of personnel at possibly hazardous areas.
The exposure data collected were both
duration- and location-specific, with the latter
being categorised into the donor zone, the
acceptor zone and the surroundings as
aforementioned. The exposure rate in the
donor zone was differentiated into situations
according to the procedures/workflow. In the
acceptor zone, with regards to the low-risk
relevance due to the low lethality rates and
the more or less random operation of the
ordnance, an average exposure rate was
assumed instead of introducing different
situations. The exposure rate in the
surroundings outside the APF was determined
based on the nature of activity, as well as the
number and duration of personnel and/or
vehicle presence.
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Risk Calculation and Evaluation
The final step in the assessment was to
calculate the quantitative risks using basic risk
matrices that combine the data from the event,
effect and exposure analyses described earlier.
Risk, understood as a statistical value, is usually
quantified mathematically as the product of
probability and consequences. However, the
definition of risk (or conversely safety) is not
universal, unambiguous and objective. Hence,
a comprehensive risk-based safety assessment
has to consider the following different risk

Figure 4 - Quantification of Risks (Simplified formulae)

types at the same time:
i) Individual risk - risk to the endangered
individual who focuses mainly on his own
hazards, regardless of the number of people
who are also at risk;
ii) Real collective risk (also known as group
risk) - total risk of the (group of) particularly
endangered persons representing the entire
hazard of the activity, which society is primarily
interested in;
iii) Perceived collective risk - the real collective
risk increased by an aversion factor or function
according to how the parties responsible for
the hazardous activity, and who are interested
in limiting the hazard in such a way that public

opinion will not object to this activity, predict
the over-proportional response of the society
to accidents with large consequences due to
the specific field of dangerous activity.
Figure 4 represents the quantification of the
three risk types.
Table 5 shows an example of the individual
risk matrix (Bienz, Willi and Nussbaumer, 2004),
which basically summarises the interaction of
the six system elements and contributions of
the three sets of analysis data (event
probability, lethality effect and exposure
duration) for the three locations: donor zone,
acceptor zone and the surroundings outside
the APF.

105

Table 5 - Example of Individual Risk Calculation Matrix
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are compared to the safety criteria (i.e. accepted
risks) laid down by the responsible party (Swiss
Department of Defence, 1991; Bienz, 2002).
The safety (or risk acceptance) criteria for
individual risk are enacted as upper limiting
values (see Figure 6a). The current Swiss safety
criteria for individual risk are illustrated
in Figure 6b.
Figure 5 - Levels of Risk Evaluation

Figure 6a

Figure 6b

For collective risk, the willingness-to-pay and
marginal cost principles were used to determine
the acceptable risk, which corresponded to the
point where the marginal reduction in
collective risk was equal to the marginal cost
of implementing safety measures to mitigate
this risk. Graphically, the accepted (perceived)
collective risk corresponds to the point on the
plot in Figure 7a, where the tangent of the
risk/cost curve is equal to the marginal cost
value (Kummer, 2004). The current Swiss
safety criteria for collective risk (the marginal
cost for preventing one fatality) are shown
in Figure 7b.

Figure 7a

While the systematic risk analysis procedures
outlined earlier describe the hazards emanating
from an activity meaningfully and
quantitatively, they do not deal with the
question of whether these hazards can be
accepted, i.e. the activity can be considered
safe. A complete safety assessment, however,
has to address with equal importance risk
evaluation - What is acceptable? Risk evaluation
in an actual case is usually conducted by the
procedures as shown in Figure 5. For the proof
o f s a f e t y, t h e r i s k s o f t h e a c t u a l c a s e
Figure 7b

Composite
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Table 6 - Excerpt from Summary of Results for Individual Risks

Table 7 - Summary of Results for Collective Risks

SUMMARY OF RESULTS
The results on individual risks (see Table 6)
have shown that they are all relatively small
and lie below the current Swiss safety criteria
for individual risks: 10-4/year for directly
involved (DI) personnel, and 5x10-5/year for
indirectly involved (II) personnel (Bienz, Willi
and Nussbaumer, 2004). Therefore, in terms of
individual risks, the existing design
and proposed operations at the APF are
considered safe.
A summary of the real and perceived collective
risks is given in Table 7 (Bienz, Willi and
Nussbaumer, 2004). From Figure 7b, the
marginal cost to prevent one directly involved
(DI) fatality according to the Swiss safety criteria
is approximately US$3 million (or S$5 million).

Applying this marginal cost to the perceived
collective risk (2.05x10-3/year), the maximum
actual cost for significant risk mitigation is
approximately S$10,000/year. For this amount,
further effective risk-reducing measures can
hardly be found. Hence, it is reasonable
to consider the APF safe against collective risks.
Another aspect of the results that was
exceptionally interesting to the facility
designers and operators was the respective
collective risk contributions of the five ordnance
systems identified for the assessment. This
finding (see Figure 8) provided an overview of
the risk environment and a fair comparison of
the risks inherent in the processing of each
ordnance system, based on its utilisation rate,
explosive characteristics and quantities, as well
as the location and number of operators
performing the activity (Bienz, Willi and
Nussbaumer, 2004).

Composite
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Figure 8 - Statistical Collective Risks of Different Ordnance

BENEFITS FROM THE
QUANTITATIVE RISK
ANALYSIS

assessment approach is often too general and
subjective, leading to contentions among the
safety authorities. The quantitative approach
taken in this assessment maintained a high
level of objectivity through the perspectives

Addressing the Maximum Credible
Mishap

of the risk analysts, which were supported by

This quantitative risk-based system safety

were obtained through the numerical

assessment has provided the project team with

calculations for cases in which the input data

a theoretical and mathematical perspective on

were specified.

statistical data. Moreover, more detailed results

the maximum credible mishap of an accidental
explosion in the facility through the situational

Appreciation of Interface between

appraisal of the ammunition processing

Activities

activities. This is especially important in view
of the dire consequences of an occurrence of
an accidental explosion. The numerical risks
and the corresponding costs of safety measures
to mitigate these risks reinforced the project
team's rationale on safety design provisions
and the future users' appreciation of the
operational risks.

The interface between activities could be easily
appreciated through this quantitative approach by
considering their simultaneity in terms of occurrence
rates of personnel exposure to possibly hazardous
events. For instance, the individual risk to an
ammunition truck driver driving on a nearby access
road while testing is ongoing in the APF can be
easily calculated by this approach. Thus, the extent

Objectivity and Details
The system safety practice advocated in the

of interaction between these two activities is
mathematically measurable.

Mil-Std-882D (US Department of Defense, 2000)

Composite

is based on a qualitative assessment

On the other hand, the operating and support

characterised by the categorisation of risk

hazard analysis (O&SHA), which uses the

probability and risk severity into a few generic

qualitative approach, usually starts by regarding

levels. These practices are endorsed as the risk

the listed O&S hazards as distinct and

evaluation criteria by the relevant safety

independent occurrences. Therefore, activity

authorities. Despite its simplicity and efficiency

interfacing is not apparent at the outset to

in allocating hazard risk indices, this risk

the systems engineer.
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Thorough Consideration of Workflow
and Procedures
In the course of collecting data for this risk
assessment, one of the problems encountered
was the lack of an overall systemic view of the
facility when it is operational. The project team

2 AASTP-3 refers to the NATO Allied
Ammunition Storage and Transport
Publications-3, in which the NATO principles
for the hazard classification of military
ammunition and explosives during transport
and storage are prescribed.

had to carry out a thorough and systematic
analysis of the operators' workflow and
procedures. This in turn benefited the team,
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